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PEHIMLVAIIIA QUAKE PHOTOS FROM KlfJGSTOf SHOW FIRE AfJD RUIfJ
i
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHS 1IAVK JVST ARRIVED IY THE STEAMER ADMIRAL FAHRAGUT. TnK VMTEl
FRPIT BOAT, WinCII IjEFT KINGSTON THE DAY AFTER THE 'QUAKE, WHILE THE FINE WAS
STILL HVRNING FIERCELY THE PHOTOGRAPHS WERE TAKEN IlY PASSENGERS.
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slate commerce commission today
submitted to congress Its first report
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Thin il,otraph, taken In the business section or KIiiKhi, ul.l.ln
lM,r arter tlie eartliquake, shows the
tremendous force of the blow .nd
Inan. ,os4 ,,.. ves TC Niwk
lt
M , s&n FrBnolH00.
but came rtraiKl,t upward a- - thouBh a Rreat giant briw
shot
hi
list
of
hul
Tum
earth. Walls and
at
the
the
building tumbled In the inunl. bnrylng. the
ieole within as they lurml to e. Tl.e larg bulldl.gc was so
badly damaged that it was hi danger of momentary
collapse, .ml It was mr ,f the first to he dnrnHMied by the
wreckers.
The tree In the picture indicates that a fierce windstorm followed the earthquake

tl.

THE

CHIRCH EVICTION LEADS

TO SERIOL'S RIOTS
Van Nesa, France, Jan. 25. There
was a fierce collision today between
600 troops and the populace, red by
Marquis D'Anglade, during the eviction of the seminaries of St. Anne D'
Auray. The crowd cried, "Long Live
the Prussians," and during the fightE. E. LONGLEY.
many persons were Injured on
There were a half hundred or more ing
both sides. The Marquis de Cuver-vtll- e
Americans at Kingston when the
knocked an eye out of the comearthquake occurred, and of course, missary of police with an umbrella.
The Marquis D'Anglade was arrested.
then, there was a Yankee hero.
Longley
E. E.
was the man. Long
ley was one of the refugees who ar GOVERNOR SWETTEXIIAM
IS 1KJOM ED TO REMOVAL
rived in Boston on the steamer Far'
London, Jan. 25. There is good
ragut and aboard also were two wo reason
to
believe that Governor
men whom he rescued, and who
of Jamaica haa forwarded
praise him as the bravest man they his resignation
to the colonial office.
know.
Officials there say they are not preMiss Turner and her mother were pared either to confirm or deny the
In their rooms In one of the hotels report, but admit
having received
that collapsed. They were caught In telegrams of a confidental nature
the wreckage, but Longley heard from
their screams.
It ia fully expected here that the
be
Notwithstanding 4he shaking walls, solution of the difficulty will
and, although
the earth tremors found in Swetlenham's resignation
were recurring every minute, he and the reply to Inquiries at the colclimbed upon a i helving doortop and onial office tended to confirm the repulled himself into the window above port that the governor had intimated
hla willingness to retire from the post.
t
where the two women were.
4 xehc-W-t--l- h
:UanlM
He attacked the beams' and wreck- andIt other
government offices that It
age which covered Miss Turner and Is
Impossible for Swettenham to reher mother, and finally freeing them main
In office, not' only because of tbe
helped them down to the door shelf, Incident
involving the withdrawal of
and they slid to the ground safe.
the American warships, but also on
In the meantime fire had broken account of the protests aguinst his
out and shortly after the place where conduct received from the inhabithe rescued women had been caught tants of Kingston.
whs a fiery furnace.
SIX Jl ROUS SELECTED SO
EAR FOR THE THAW TKIAIj.
New York, Jan. 25. There were
five men in the Jury box today when
the trial of Harry K. Thaw, for the
killing of Stanford White, was resumed before Justice Fitzgerald.
One more Juror, making six In all,
was added today to the panel which
Is to try Thaw. He was selected near
the close of the morning session and
was the thirteenth talesman examined today. His name is Harold L.
Fair, and is the first unmarried man
selected.

MINNESOTA

NIGHJOURT

Swet-tenha-

To Forfeit Charter of Road
Absorbed by Great Northern-Writ

Is Issued.

COLORADO

AND TEXAS

nt

i
iu mr evening tiiisen. i
T n
2
Wnahlnirlna II
house urgent deficiency bill haa jmm
ed the senate. It carries the
contingent expenses for the ; New
Mexico
legislature,
as . previously
wired The Citizen.
Delegate Andewa haa presented .
petition reestablishing the army canteens.

c,T-cin-

$.

Some More Postmaster.
Washington, Jan. 25. The president today sent to the senate the
names of the following postmaster".
Colorado H. T. Hanfill, Georgetown; F. M. Tague. Las Animas; C
rle James, Loveland.
Texas T. Miller, Rusk;
A. Canada, Mnorgan; May Harrison. Rising

l

Sun.

Some Furtlicr Homestead U
Washington, Jan. 2B.; Persons who
have made homestead entry on Ian
In the states of North Dakota. IdaJi.
Minnesota, Montana, Washington am4
Wyoming, where the period In which
they were required by law to establish residence, expires after Dece seller 1, 1906, are granted under Uw
joint resolution passed by the house
today, until May 15, 1907. In which
to make settlemett.
The prniriirisn
also applies to a soldier's declaratory
statement.

r.

DIFFERENCES IN RATES
CONSIDERED AT AMARILLO

Tlw iiliotograpli here shown or Kiiigsion burning
X-taken
a
passenger aboard Uie steamer Admiral Fnrragut as the was
boat
steamed
out
or tlie harbor the morning following the earthquake. Tltv
lwrltor and a
big slice or the business district are ablaze and there are many
small fires
In tlie residence district.
As hi the case of Sun Francisco, events at Kingston show
that the
real erll Is not In the ruin caused by the shook, but in tlie unrestrained
flames
follow.

that

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Self-GovernmentT-

TO

7

HOUSES ADJOURNED TILL MONDAY

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, X. M.. Jan. 25. House
bill Xo. 1, to take from the governor'
his power to appoint district attor- neys and providing for their election
by the people, passed the house this
morning by a vote of 17 to 7.
B. Ruprie. of Albuquerque, went on
record analiiFt the bill in n flrr.wi.i-Uspeech on the floor, in which he ,
charged an attempt to railroad legls- latlon through the house.
E. C. Abbott, of Santa Ke, replied,
ueieiiuuig me measure.
Those who opposed the bill were
of Colfax; Hudspeth, Mulllns.

Moran. Luoero y Monfyu. Ituppe and Kulzer, Miera.
Walter.
Agriculture and Manufacturers
When the rules were suspended to Mlera, Surgent. Duncan,
Mines and Public Lands Murray
take UP tne ul". there was consider Uul-r.- ..
X f .... ii
able noise on the floor.
Penitentiary
Chaves,
Martinez,
Mr. Holt, of Dona Ana
county,
offered a resolution excluding all lob- Blchards.
Public Printing Chaves, Martinez,
byists.
By a vote of 22 to t the resolution Mlera.
Library Duncan, Sargent, Miera,
Passed.
men mere was greui surnr se, for Sulzer, Cameron.
Insurance Martinez, Dalles, Miera,
thou?h tne governor liag Btrenuou8y
opposed lobbying, the following were Murray, Chaves.
Bunks and Banking Murray, Sur
on the floor seated near the various
members, discussing something
or! gent, Mlera, Duncan, Chaves
Improvements
Inuternal
Duncan,
other earnestly:
Attorney General
Mlera, Stockton.
W. C. Held, Capt. Fred Fornoff,
Public Property Sulzer, Hichards,
trlct Attorney R. C. Uortner and his
Cameron.
assistant, C. C. Catron;
Capitol Sargent, Miera, Duncan.
L. B. Prince and other friends, and
Militia Stockton, Sargent, Miera.
i several appointees
of Governor Hagcr- Railroad Employes,
Labor and
man.
Richards,
Commerce
Martinez,
The sergeunt-at-arm- s
enforced t
and cleared the floor of the Stockton.
Mr.
President,
Rules
Martinez,
lobbyists, which greatly reduced tho
Richards.
hum of conversation.
county
on
Committee
lines to be
The house adjourned until Monnamed Monday.
day.
There was a lively discussion in the
Council Committee.
council this morning when Cameron
Chairman Spies, of the council, introduced a resolution to fix the time
today named the fullouing permanent for consideration of the creation of
committees:
new counties.
Judiciary Dalle, chairman; MurThe bill would have deferred the
ray, Duncan, Chaves, Cameron.
matter until near the close of the sesRailroads Duncan, Stockton, Da- sion.
lies, Martinex, Richards.
A lively debate took place, Dalles,
Finance Sargent, Mlera, Martinet, Spiess, Duncan, Cameron and others
Chaves, Murray. Richards, Cameron. participating.
Territorial Affairs Mlera, Sulzcr,
The resolution was referred to the
Duncan, Stockton. Sargent.
finance committee.
Municipal and I'rivate CorporaMr. Cameron also introduced a bill
tions Chaves,
Satsent,
Richards, to provide for the payment of extra
Duncan, Stockton.
employes. By a vote of 10 nays to 2
Education SuUer, Murray, Dun- ayes the roles were not suspended,
can. Chaves, Cameron
and the resolution will come up in
Public Institutions Kichards, Mur- regular order.
ray, Mlera, Sulzer, t'ameron.
The council adjourned until MonIrrigation Mertinez, Stockton, Sar- day.
gent, Cameron.
Enrolled
ami Kiigrossed
Tlie supporters of the district attorChaves, Richards, Stockton, ney's bill say that while it is charged
Cameron.
that the measure Is a retaliatory law,
Roads and Highways Martinez, aimed at the governor. It is on the
Richards, Sulzer, Stockton, Miera.
contrary only returning to the people
Agriculture aid Manufacturers
their right to
under
Mlera, Sargent Duncan.
the organic act. The bill will probMines and Public Lands Murray, ably pusa the council Monday.
,
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STANDING COUNCIL COMMITTEES APPOINTED

weariness of the almost frantic mug he repelled the view that he
"Weltpolitlk" of the kaiser, with it was a mere instrument for carrying
monetary demands and sacrifices for out the emperor's will. At present
the fleet and colonies, will place it Von Buellow appeara to feel that he
beypnd the power of the people to will remain in office a few years
endure the chancellor's policy of fair longer, and though he haa made
and light phrases. All these termined efforta, since the dissolution
things may easily bring about an In- - of the relchstag to do something, to
ternal situation of extreme gravity secure the reputation of being a
and even danger to the throne. Noth- - bold. Independent stateman, he haa
Ing, however, of even the quasi-prosignally failed, for even now It can
hetic kind can be said of the general be seen that the socialists, as the
prospects of the empire for 107 un- - only consistent party In opposition
til the results of the elections are are making headway during the
Amongst statesmen of markable disputes between the other
all shades of opinion the political parties. There Is almost universal
fortunes of the Imperial Chancellor expectation that the social lata will
Prince Von Buellow, are regarded to win heavily, and that the Catholics,
be in jeopardy owing to his advice to whom the government dislikes, will
the emperor to dissolve the relchstag simply make way for the socialists.
on December 13. It is said that the whom the government despises.
It
chancellor by his actjon took h's:ls now rumored that the chancellor
political life in his hands. In doing will consider a government defeat at
so. however, he was under the In- - the polls tomorrow to be his own
that comes of taking risks, lltleal death warrant and would aum-fo- r,
when making his now famous inarlly abdicate tlie chancellorship,
announcement, he spoke as one trans- Everything Wa Oulet.
formed, his manner being wholly
oting for the relchstag election
different from anything
that the began at 10 o'clock this morning.
relchstag had ever seen since he en- The bourse was closed an ad all busitered political life. Indeed everyone ness was late in beginning
No disnotlod with what extraordinary anl- - order has been reported.
j

PASSED

It Is a Measure For
Floor Was
Cleared of the Governor's Lobbyists,
Who Were Boisterous.

IMPORTANT ELECTION IN THE GERMAN

p-

Bill

THE HOUSE BY VOTE OF

;

4i

,d

KINGSTON BURNING

GOING FOR RAILWAYS IN

he-fo- re

Berlin, Jan. 25. The election of
members of the new relchstag is taking place today and it is expected
that the result of the polling will be
announced tomorrow night, or on
Monday morning at the latest. Great
excitement prevails and it is certain
that owing to the strained relations
existing between the emperor and
certain sections of the people the
polling will be the heaviest In the
history of the country. There Is now
no doubt that the prospects for Germany this year are by no means very
bright, as it has been publicly asserted during the commencement of
the present campaign that the empire was now at the cenlth of her
present cycle of prosperity. How this
year will materialize depends largely
upon the elections .and the mutual
attitude Vt the government and the
relchstag to one another.
If the
government does not make considerable concessions to the popular de-re for genuine constitutional rule,
then the widely prevalent pessimism
itue to tbe meat famine, the all round
use in prices, notably of raw materials, and the necessaries of life, and

Paris. France, Jan. 25. Against thi
vehement protests of the right, the
chamber of deputies today adopted a
bill for the automatic granting of the
decree- of divorce. If either party
persists in the suits for three years.
declared the
measure meant the disintegration or
society, as is would make the family
practically dlsolvable at will.
antl-semlt- e,

St. Paul, Jan.. 25. Attorney General Young today began 'mandamus
proceedings In the supreme court to
compel the St. Paul, Minneapolis c
Manitoba Railroad company to show
cause why its charter should not be
forfeited.
This company, formerly
known as the Minnesota & Pacific, is
really the parent company of the
Great Northern, and the Great Northern is Joined In this issue, as it is the
owner of the Manitoba company'3
stock.
The complaint covers about eighty
typewritten pages and goes Into all
the transactions of the Great Northern railway, with its constituent companies forming the merger known as
the Great Northern Railway com-tjan- v.
Attornev Younir savs that the
action was begun for the forfeiture of
the Manitoba railway, because since
It (ranafAPTAil
t n Ihn
Ita rnllfnail
Great Northern in 1890, It has ceased to perform the functions for which
'111 TAX PEARL
It was created.
SLABS 35 PER CENT
The chief justice ordered the writ
New York, Jan. 26. Duty on to be Issued and directed the return
pearl slabs, imported into the United thereon for April 2.
States, will be 25 per cent from today
according to the recent ruling of the MANY NEW MEXICANS
board of United States general apPRESENT AT AMA1CILLO.
praisers. The duty has been assessed
Amarlllo, Texas, Jan. 25. Commisunder paragraph 450 of the Dlngley sioner
Prouty, of the interstate comtariff. The alabs, as cut, are intended for use in the manufacture of merce commission, today heard the
handles for knives, buttons, hooks testimony in regard to the alleged disin freight rates to Amarand other articles. During the past crimination
year $1,873,000 worth of pearl slabs lllo. It was brought out that freight
were imported mostly from the Perl-sa- on certain commodities Is higher to
Amarlllo than to Quanah, loo miles
gulf.
of longer haul. Colorado cnnl to
Amarlllo Is thirty-fiv- e
cents a ton
NEGROES ARE HOLDING
more than to Fort Worth, S35 miles
BIG CONFERENCE of
longer haul.
Similar differences
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 25. The
negro race conference, which com-- , In rates from eastern points to Amarpresented. A large delegamenced here on Wednesday closed to- -, lllo were
tion from New Mexico is here to preday. The conference
was called sent
grievances.
The commission
through the efforta of Rev. Richard
tomorrow.
Carroll, a negro educator of this will continue inwillsession
be presented
interests
state. Amongst those who addressed Cattleadjournment.
the conference and took part In the
discussions were Gov. D. C. Heyward
St. Louis Wool Market.
governor-elec- t
M. F. Ansell and the
Kev. Booker T. Washington, the well
St. Louis. Jan. 25. Wool steady;
known negro preacher.
unchanged.
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Passes Senate as Well as Ue
House-Givi- ng
tho Terrltorx

Jamaica's Governor Forwarded Some Further Favors For HomeHis Resignation to Home Colsteaders In Certain States
onial Office.
Are Granted.

on discriminations and monopolies,' as
""authorized under the Tillman-Gillespresolution. The report deals with
bituminous coal carried east of the
Ohio river, the roads Involved being
the Norfolk & Western, the Chesapeake
Ohio, the Baltimore & Ohio,
the Pennsylvania, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, the Beech division of the New York Central, the
Pittsburg, Shamut & Northern, the
Buffalo & Susquehanna and the West
Virginia Central & Pittsburg, now the
Western Maryland.
The report says that all the above
companies own, directly or by stock
ownership, other companies interested
in coal lands. As a result of its findings the commission makes the following recommendations:
"THhat every common carrier engaged In interstate transportation of
coal be required to make public the
system of car distribution in effect
upon Its railroad and the several divisions thereof, showing how the
1 equipment
for coal service is divided
between the several divisions of It
, 'road.
.. "That where the capacity of the
mines is the basis for distribution of
equipment, a fair and equitable distribution among the mines be required.
"That after a reasonable time car- -.
riers engaged in Interstate commerce
be prohibited from using Individual
or private cars for handling coal
"
traffic.
"That any carrier engaged in inter- -'
state commerce be forbidden, after a
reasonable time, to own or hava any
interest, directly or Indirectly, in any
operated coal properties, except such
as are exclusively for their own fuel
supply, and that ownership either directly or indirectly by officers or em- -'
ployes of common carriers, of any
coal properties or any stock of coal
companies along the line of the road
by which they are employed be prohibited."
Some stock in coal concerns ac- quired by railroad men is legitimate,
says the report, but in any event its
holding Is unwise under the circumstances. In other instances the stock
has been given to obtain favorable
consideration from railway officers
and employes.
The most flagrant offender in this
respect, concludes the commission, is
the Pennsylvania, although the condition prevails to a certain extent o
the Baltimore & Ohio.

.

By French Chamber of Depu-

CAUSE OMSERIOUS RIOT

Common Evil.
Jan.

BILL

CHURCH

Some Drastic Laws Are Recommended to Correct This

(HOT
EXPENSE

E

ties Over Vehement Protest of the Right.

COMMERCE COMMISSION!

.

ENACTED

HERO AT

In-

oc

0

AN AMERICAN A

SAYS THE INTERSTATE

Washington,

AUTOMATIC PLAN THE

i

terests and Discriminating
in Their Favor.

-

Tha Evening Citizen, In Advance, ffj par yw
Delivered by Camera, to cent par month.
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AT DENVER IS A
"1

SUCCESS

Himrlrpfl rAlAnAtoc In
Thr
... w iiuiiuivu
iviuyukva in
Attendance and Audience
Required Larger Hall.
-

CANADA CATTLE AND ANTE-

LOPES DIE

BY

THOUSANDS

Denver, Jan. 25. Over 300 accredited delegates from the atatetr
and territories west or the Missouri
river, are present at the aesaiona of
the dry farming congress today,
while visitors swelled the attendance
to 1,000 or more. The Albany hotel
convention hall was too small to accommodate the audiences, and,, tbp
convention moved to the first Baptist
church. The congress has been Invited to meet next year at Cheyenne.
Salt Lake and Los Angeles. President B. O. Aylesworth ot the Colorado Agricultural college, presided over
the congress
today. Among the
speakers today were W. 8. Palmer,
of the United Slates weather bureau
at Cheyenne, and Dr. E. M. Tiadel.
president of the Wyoming Agricultural college.

SPAIN FEELS EARTHQUAKE
AND FORMS NEW CABINET.
Madrid, Jan. 25. A severe shock
of earthquake was reported In Alicante yesterday.
Xo damage was
done.
Movement Abandoned.
Marquis De Armljo, having proved
unable to reform the liberal cabinet,
which resigned yesterduy. as a result
of distentions between liberals and
radicals over the proposed law of associations, the king today called the
conservatives und a new cabinet was
formed, with Senor Maura at Its CATTLE ARE PERISHINU
head.
This would seem to I ml ica tiIN NORTHERN CANADA
the abandonment of the
( Jan. 25. Though
Toronto,
removement In Spain.
ports as to the number of cattle which
perished during the recent snow
t HMtlTV GETS LAUGELY
FHOM SLAUGHTER ESTATE. storms and intense cold have been
Chicago, Jan. 25. Charity,
It Is somewhat exaggerated, It now transsaid, wtil be a large beneficiary of the pires that on one ranch alone, near
estate of the lute A. O. Slaughter, Calgary, upwards f 1,000 head have
who died at San Antonio, Texas, last died. Thousands of antelopes wer
Tuesday. The lute broker's estate is seen walking up und down the C. V.
estimated at close to J2.000.H00.
In It. fences trying to work their way
Fifty miles west of
addition to lurge holdings of railroad farther south.
bonds and securities, Slaughter owned Brooks a large number of cattle have
perished
probably one thousand. At
vast property interests in the west,
principally in Kansas and Texas. In Lethbridge, Altu, a great herd of
Galveston he had a business block cattle, numbering over 1.000, which
valued at several hundred thousand had subsisted for u month on th
bunk of river since the storm comdollars.
menced, have been collected by the
HtlSH LABOR DOES
owners of various ranches. Hundreds
NOT FAVOR SOCIALISM. of carcases are left around. There b
Belfast, Jun. 25. By the over- a great scarcKy of hay and ranches
whelming majority of 835.000 votes ure In a deplorable condition.
against 90,000, as represented by the
delegutes, the labor conference this DEVELOPMENT OF COAL
morning
rejected
proposed
the
PHOPEHTIEN IN CANADA
amendment to the constitution of the
Montreal. Jan. 25. It Is now anparty, the effect of whic h would have
that the Dominion Iron and
been to transform it Into an avowedly nounced
Steel company to pay for the coal
socialistic organization.
fields recently purchased
in
Cape
Breton, will form a subsldary comINDOOR ATHLETICS
IV NEW YORK. CITY pany, which will issue bonds to the
Xew York. Jan. 25. The Colum extent of nearly $30,000,000. the probia University
Athletic association ceeds of w hich w ill be used in acquirwill hold its unnuul Indoor meet in ing and developing the property. The
Madison Square Garden this after bonds will be guaranteed by the Donoon. The M'lnclKul events will be minion Iron and Steel company. Front
the
Intercollegiate
Indoor the start It is intended that the new
relay championship, and the two and company shall place all the revenue,
four mile of the same class; the two above what is required to pay th
mile relay for the national guard; bond Interest into a sinking fund,
and the two mile relay handicap for which will enable it to gradually reathletic clubs. There will ulso be deem the bomi.-be the one mile invitation race for
id Whitley Found.
the handsome cup donated by the
I. on, Ion. Jan. 23. The police hu.v
Hotel Martini ue. Some of the must
prominent athletics in the country ldeiitllied '.he murderer of William
Wbliely us Horace George Itaynor.
will compete.
lie
ui'io..ed to have been a Hrltoot
I'rii-of Sitter Reduced.
master but lecently unemployed aixl
Washington, D. C. Jan. Ii. The lulnii In a cheap hotel. The doctor
director tf the mint today purchased belie1. e that Uaynor will
Hie
100, 000 cunces of silver t be O.elivei- - moTlve for th crime is still u my-t- er
ed at Denver at $3 4.
.
Antl-Clerle- al

aiiti-clerlc- ul

one-ma-

le

Miu-tlt-iv-

:

nx-ovc-

"

frLBUQUERQTJ

tc;k two.
vented to exterminate the rightful
owners nf the country.
"tlas, buh! tlas no kill Zeh! I sit
lv mv ramptlre at night nnil breathe
I hi- fire and smoke of the burning
Iors. My lungs too touch to 1m
stopped by devil gas.
"I stand nt the bar nnd drink rum
every dny. I think you mil It vlehy.
1
use the vlehy to put out the fire
whlrh I have kindled In my stomach
with white man's tire water.
"I Mew out pas when I went to
bed. What of It? Don't I blow out
my coal oil lamp In my little cabin
In the land of the Cherokee?
'Tale face, I sleep In your beds, but
you ennnot kill me. The tlreat Spirit
He protect me.
"White man. you take the lands
away from the poor Indian; you rob
him or his birthright, but you cannot
snuff him out.
"My forefathers all go to the happy
hunting ground", yet their sun lives to
avenge their wrongs.
"To the Indian St. Louis Is still n
You build up big
bufTalo wallow.
cities, but they must fall Into decay.
"When the world is old the Indians
will again own America. Cities and
towns and whites will disappear. Indian again will guide his canoe on
Forests
the great father of waters.
streams will run
will grow and
through them.
All
"You call this civilization?
shall be swept away and the world
will go back to the beginning.
Zeb took another drink and board- d the "Katy" for Indian territory.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
fly tmi Wtekfy ky

Tkt Citizen

Publishing Company

I at FWirftlM far traiMmlniMi thrash th
ilMiimrllMi i mattar.

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
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'Rartles Meet by Accident and
Conclude to Marry Again
and Do Better.
FATHER REFUSES TO TAKE
HOKE

MSSi

IN MEXICO

SKt'CltK CONCKKSIOXS IX THAT
RKPl III. HI OVKBLOOKKD BY
MI'.X AND MARK A LOT OF
SIONKY.

Recov-

What pioneers have passed up as
waste land and what enterprising
male real estate agents have" overlooked, two women from St. Joseph,
Mo., have secured. The women are
Helen Klmber and Miss Nellie How
ard of St. Joseph. Mo., who nave
amassed a comfortable fortune from
They were
real estate transactions.
in Tucson and left the following afternoon for Sonora.
They have secured a concession
from the Mexican government, which
Includes 2,000,000 acres of mineral,
timber and agricultural lands. With
keen business foresight they realized
that the future values of these lands
would be great. They have had the
concession but a few months but nevertheless they have already made sufficient leases to more than pay for
Incurred In securing the
the exp'-raeoncess.uii.
It is stated that the young 1. idles
ire Interested In a rallroail wlilen is
planned to connect with one of the
Sonora lines now In course of construction.
They made their first real estate
rentures in lands along the Hock
Island route. They had some capital
but a great deal more courage. They
plunged literally at the start and
made their male competitors gasp.
Later they reaped the reward.

ers In Fresh Air. and Defies
Asphyxiation.
Wjo.: John English, a
southerner, met by ehunce
vcmr bm a few days ago the woman
a fan thirty years ago obtained a decree of divorce from him and who
Tar nearly thirty years he believed to
ta (lead. As a result of the meeting
te mun and woman have agreed to
hmtrY the differences that separated
IKetn and will soon be remarried.
KtiKllHh has a number of rant In
mad wther valuable property In
and Montana, a id he was drtv-over the country and looking at
tend north of here with a view to buying it when he stopped for dinner at
the ranch house of Milton Dempster.
Mmer was announced Knglish
Kim
ras introduced to a
ftrajr-halre- d
woman of middle ag
wJam his host called Mrs. Knglish.
Thoogtit It a Coincidence.
""ft is quite a coincidence, Mr. Eng-bremarked Dempster, laughing.
rat Toy housekeeper should bear the
noaao of my guest."
cagituli had recognised the womun
ksMs former wife the moment he was
introduced to her, but she had not
iwcocniaed him as her former hus- ..fcand, nor did she recognize him when
Dempster made this remark about
Ifec&r tearing the name name. In the
toiirtr years that had elapsed since
ttrrjr had parted from each other Eng- Hah had crown a full beard, had de
Jmnd from a small Into a heavy
aantn. and had otherwise chnnged in a
TW mfcsl dual u.
After dinner Dempster left tli
ta attend to his guest's horses,
the man and woman were left
Jn the aittinK room.
Tbna Knglish revealed his. Identity
to toe woman, took her In a la arms
fcecged her to forgive htm the
he had done her thirty years
and pleaded with her to again
bis wife. Mrs. Knglish, over
once more to nee the lover of
laer youth, promised to marry him
arfralw. and the ceremony Is to be per
in February.
KIwridHn,

wH-lre-

BY

WOMEN

AND BRIDE

kidun Blows Out Gas But

WON

d

CITIZEN.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS,

STOCKSHDWFOR HON.H.C. ABBOTT

"ANTED

THE WEST AT

INTERVIEWED

DENVER

AT SANTA FE

More Cattle Than Ever Before Representative From Colfax
Co. Gives Valuable InformaBut Not so Many
Sheep.
tion for Stock Raisers.
I'enver. Colo., Jan. 2.1. The Western Live Stock association opened Its
annual show In the union stock yards
yesterday. The entries of cattle and
hogs are much larger than ut tiny
previous show held by the association, but sheep show a small decrease. The attendance, of breeders,
stockmen and the general public Is
very large. Judging for the valuable
nnd
prizes began last afternoon
today will be agricultural college
day.
Sales of ordinary cattle will
commence on Monday, and on Tuesday the pure bred cattle will go under the auctioneers hammer.

Axxr.Wj MKimxu

ORTDNES

E EVENING

orHISTOKI ANN.

ILLINOIS
Springfield, Jan. 25. At the eight
annual meeting of the Illinois State
Historical society which commenced
today Alfred Orendorf, the president,
occupied the chair. There was a full
attendance of members. Judge Jas.
Hall, and Kvart It. Oreene, of the
I'nlversily of Illinois, spoke on early
literary men In Illinois, and (leorge
Dawson, of Chicago, discussed "Tour-le- r
Mrs.
In Illinois."
Kxperlment
Alfred Bayless, delivered a most In
teresting address on Indian legends,
and John Roberts, of Chicago, out
lined the life of General John Kdgar.
At tomorrow's session "Illinois Archaeology" will be discussed by Clark
Dr.
McAdams, of St. Louis,
and
Daniel Berry will give a full account
1
181
1X12.
and
of the earthquake in

CU B FOR IX- TKRXATIOXAI, CAXOK HACK.
London, Jan. 2.1. The Westchester
Uoat Club of New York has entered
canoe races
for the International
which will be held here in August
next. There are now six countries
Belgium,
competing, viz.. France,
Austria, Italy, America and (Ireat
Britain. Knelt competitor must he a
bona fide amateur and must be nomi
nated by a regularly organized yacht
or canoe club. The races are for
sailing canoes anil must be held on
ill water, over a course of at least
ten miles. At least two races must
he held, and If one canoe wins both,
the International cup is awarded to
Its owner. The races will be sailed
under the rules of the Boyal Canoe
'hib of Great Britain.
AMKHICAX

Hon. Horace '. Abbott, who resid
Springer. N. M., and who Is a
member of the house of representatives from Colfax county, was recently Interviewed by the Santa Fe
New Mexican regarding conditions
In the northern part of the territory.
Mr. Abbott, who is one of the most
prominent ranchmen of his section
confined his conversation mostly to
the subject of live stock and cattle
growing, and his remarks on those
Important subjects are worthy of wide
publicity. Mr. Abbott said:
"Prices of cattle have Improved
very much in the past ninety days."
Mr. Abbott stated when pressed for
an Interview concerning; the live
stock situation. "In fact, good feeding steers are from ten to twenty per
cent higher at the present time than
they were a year ago anil plenty of
buyers are after them.
"Just now there ure no sales of
sheep to speak of. Owners tire ull
satisfied with the present condition of
the market. There never was a time
when breeding lambs were held as
high as at present. The purchaser
who is waiting for a slump in sheep
to get In on the low price w ill have
to wait a long time. The consumption of muttons and lambs more than
olTsets the Increase.
Car Scarcity Picking in Disguise.
"Shipments of sheep from Springer
during the year 1906 were about the
same as In I'.ni".. There would have
been more cattle shipped last year
than the year previous bad It not
been for a shortage in cars. However, those who were delayed In securing curs early In the season were
doubly rewarded by the good prices
they received later on.
"Much of the land in Colfax county that was formerly used only for
grazing purposes is being converted
into farms and good crops nre raised
In certain sections without irrigation
our company is preparing to cope
w ith tills change which Is coining over
the territory. We have ten thousand
acres leased on the Maxwell Land
Grant for winter grazing besides our
pastures in southeastern Colfax countat

repairing at
corner of Railroad
avenue and
Broadway. V. R. Daniel.
WANTEIt 'An experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders. 107 North
Twehth street.
WANTED A baker at once, good
wages. Also a woman for housework In Silver City, transportation.
Colburn Employment Agency.
WANTED Agents, uotti local and
traveling. Salary guaranteed. Work
light and suitable for ladles. Ad
dress C, Citizen office.
WAN1ED
Gentleman's
secondhand clothing. No. 615 South Firft
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Furnished dwelling"
to
rent during the months of March
and April. State the number of
rooms, how furnished and price.
Address W. C. L. The Citizen.
WANTED Teams Th- e- 3anta Fe
Gold & Capper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
good
All
learns making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
FOB ItKXT.
New
FOR RENT
house, modern.
618 North Sixth

Persuasive
Talk
,
but we
the merit of our
goods ami fair dentins' with
every customer, to insure our
continual success In the drug

Is sometimes
l
!imiii

nccr-wary-

ilcM-ni-

business.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
Cor. Gold Ave. and First St.

street.

FOR RENT

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ALL

.

.$1.50

WORK ABSOLUTELY
TEED.

GUAR-A- N

Two rooms for
Inquire at 300 North

Broadway.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
FOR
cottage
RENT Furnished
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Houses, 3 to 7 rooms;
also store rooms. W. II. McMilllon,
real estate broker, 112 West Gold
avenue.
FOR
RENT A four-roobrick
house, furnished, at 317 South
Arno street.
Inquire of II. Jay
Stone, 317 South Arno.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras p.venue. Inquire
at Lommori & Matteuccl, 624
West TIJeras avenue.
Foil RENT Nicelv furnisheil rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished
with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
.124 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOB SALE.
'OR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The Citim

two-stor-

B.

ROOM

f. corr,

12. N . T. AKMIJO BLDG.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of hia intention to make final
proof Jn support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854). as
amended by the act of February 21,
zen.
y1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
FOR
SALE A tine saddle horse; also
"The farmers in the vicinity of proof will be made before the proa Dear skin. W. H. McMilllon, 211
Springer will be asked to plant sugar bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
West Gold avenue.
beets during the coming season for January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav- FOR SALE
One "Vlava treatment."
the sugar factories In Colorado. The ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
complete; cheap. Dr. MeCormlek
indications are that between one and Claim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 36, T.
522 W. Railroad avenue.
DOM IXIOX
OX V KNTIOX
be put In 7 N., U. 2 E.
two hundred acres will
OF THK Y. l. C. A. sugar beets this year around SpringHe names the following witnesses FOR SALE The Clauae Glrard prop
erty on west Mountain road. InadMontreal. Jan. 25. At the Domln- - er. There Is little doubt that they can to prove his actual continuous
quire on premises or at No. 300
.
on convention of the
M. c. A. be grown as profitably there as
in verse possession of said tract for
North Broadway.
which opened yesterday, there are Colorado us the soil seems well adapt- twenty years next preceding the surFOSTER
representatives in attendance
from ed for the purpose.
vey of the township, viz:
FOR SALE Majority of slock in es
branches extending from the Atlangood land
"There Is considerable
tablished and paying retail busiFrancisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
to the Pacific, and over three tributary to Springer that can be Ir- Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
NOW AT DENVER tic
in
hundred branches
the I'nited rigated from the lied. Uayado nnd
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Orona, Quirino Samore, of Per-altSpates are represented.
Among the Cimarron rivers. All we need Is to
Daily Citizen.
N. M.
th build a reservoir to store the water
liters for discussion will h
Any person who desires to protest FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso- Hi; IS nlKRfi ATTKNDING tiif.
entment of foreign young men on atj,H ditches to distribute it over the against the allowance of said proof,
llne engine,
.power, for
riving In the country and finding lifnd. There Is no better soil any- or who knows of any substantial reaDRY FAK.MLXU CONGKKSS
pumping; good as new; cheap.
em suitable employment.
It was where in the territory. A prvate ir- son under the laws and regulations
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
The Denver Republican prints a announced that branches of the as rigation
Is now underway of the interior department why such
Edith street.
cut of Luther Foster, sociation were springing up all over which will project
line half-ton- e
irtigate
ten
thousabout
be
proof
will
be
allowed
should
not
president of the New Mexico College the country in every village, town and acres of land near Springer.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 15,
given
opportunity
above
an
at the
of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, and city.
In block B, Simpler addition No. 2.
Comity Developing Fust.
mentioned time and place to cross
and in connection says:
only $600. $60 cash, balance in
county
develno
is
"Colfax
doubt
claimexamine
of
said
the witnesses
Among the delegates who will rep
installments of $15 per- month.
,oi is n.i.i: Koxitn of
oping faster than any other county in ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
resent New Mexico at the dry farmWrite J. C. I'helan, Fresno. Calif.,
TKADK
We
IIAXOIT.T.
New
Mexico.
look
forward
by
claimant.
submitted
ing convention, which opens today at
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 2.1. At the even greater Improvement In this dltoof that
MANUEL K. OTERO,
the Albany hotel, will be Luther annual banquet
Gold avenue.
of
Louisville
the
year.
Is
coming
lection
the
Itaton
Register.
Foster, president and director of the board of trade
principal .growing at a surprising rate and will
the
Holding
2547.
No.
Claim
LOST.
Small
New Mexico College of Agriculture
peakers were the Hon. Sherburn, j soon be one of the commercial cen- LOST Pocket book contain iiiK two
and Mechanic Arts and experimental M. Becker, mayor of Milwaukee; Jas.
territory."
of
the
BLICATIOV.
rou
xotick
bills; tinder return to
Mr. Foster Is one of the
station.
Helm and John W. Yerkes. Mr.
declined to discuss the
IUATK FAT1IKU IIKPVKKK
this office and receive reward.
most noted authorities on scientific Itecker enjoys the distinction of be Iters Abbott
Department
name
His
Interior,
Lund
situation.
had
of
the
RUNAWAY
1AIUMN Tt
COl Pl.K agriculture In the country. Academic ing the youngest mayor In
.O.ST
A gold filigree chain,
wlt'.i
the United been mentioned in connection with
Office at .Santa Fe, N. M.
3twr Ynrk:
After having been work is his specialty, and he has States
turquoise setting.
campaign
Finder please
office the speakership of the house of rep
his
and
for
1906.
Dec.
29.
Mc23,
adnce
Alice
wfwiM
been associated with various Insti was one of the most noted on record resentatives nut lie
at
leave
office
this
and receive reNotice Is hereby given that Santi
did not exert any
Oabe. axed 14. and William F. Van tutions for more than twenty years. for a similar position.
ward.
ago Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has
na Moatru. just 21, turned up at the He has also had long experience with scribed as a speaker ot He Is de efforts to secure that position.
unusual abil
silk umbrella, with
tiled notice of hia Intention to make LOST Lady's
haw of the girl's mother. The experiment stations, having been
How to lrevrnt Bilious Attacks.
His topic
was
"Young Men
sterling silver and pearl handle,
final five-yeproof In support of
juaoK man proudly boasted that they connected with them since their or ity.
atsubject
to
One
in
who
is
bilious
Mr.
spoke
Politics."
Yerkes
with nume Mrs. J. A. Bozarth enhis claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
mmrr man and wife and had kept ganization in 1ST".
He has been at
will notice that for a day or 10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
graved on handle.
Finder please
ttashr whereabouts hidden until they the head of the New Mexico college on "Municipal Ownership of Public tacks
hunmore
not
he
before
is
the attack
1 and 2, Section
return to 415 South High and
S'A NE
ud ajoyed an uninterrupted Honey for five years. Previous to that time rtillties."
gry at meal times and feels dull after 3, Townshipand9 lots
reward of $2.
N., Range 6 E., and
he served in turn as director of the
eating.
A dose of Chamberlain'
that said proof will be made before
JHra. IIcCmIm. who Is a widow and experiment station of the South Da I.IX'i'l'KK BY t'OMMAM)- STRAYED.
Liver
when
and
Tab'ets
i:it It. K. VKAHY. Stomach symptoms appear
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Jw aaadeid. circumstances, welcomed kota
Agricultural
college, acting
STRAYED January 17, one Jersey
will ward Commissioner,
New York. Jan.
these
first
25.
t'ommander
N.
Albuquerque,
my
at
you,
couple
(od
with
bless
w
president of the Montana Agricultural
cow; branded open H. Return to
They are for sale by M.. on Feb. 5, 1907.
K. Peary lectured In the Carnegie off the attack.
her elder college, director of the I'tah expert It.
iaK1mi." and hurried
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M
hall last night on his experiences all druggists.
He names the following witnesses
aaWfatw off to police headquarters mental station and director of the during
Gavin.
his last trip to the North l'ole.
to
up
prove
o amjtitf the detectives w ho had been station conducted In connection with
his
residence
continuous
Nothing t'lulcceiit About It.
with
lecture was illustrated
Wise Counsel trout the South.
wmrdiiiic high and low for the miss the University of Wyoming, aud In The
The Messenger Invites its friends on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
lime-lig"Regions never
views
of
tep Jiair that they were safe and
"I want to give some valuable ad
Venceslado Grlego, Salomon Orle
county,
In agriculture in that instl
to
town
everywhere
in
and
structor
by
before trod
human foot."
4ML4py Lride and bridegroom.
Mr. Foster Is a native of
use the phone freely In sending news go, Darlo Chavez und J. R. Carpen vice to those who suffer with lame
tution.
back and kidney trouble," says J. R,
VundtMi llouten, who Is the son uf Iowa and a graduate of the Iowa
to this office. Don't be bashful. There ter. all of Carpenter. N. M.
aijai.n
;i:ts
Hlankenshlp, of Beck. Tenn. "I have
Ute ruir member of the printing state college at Ames. He will arrive
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Is no immodesty or Impropriety
in
IV Jl r.l't I I .ill.
mm
l.l
proved to an absolute certainty that
Una rf M. F. Vandett Houten & Co. ill Denver this morning.
Register.
Uenver, Jan. 25. Next year's con - telling a newspaper man the news.
Electric Bitters will positively cure
smununlcaled with his father over
Brandenburg (Ky. ) MessellKer.
National,
of
ventiou
the
American
Um tdepbone. but did not receive the
this distressing condition.
The first
NOTK IC 1'OR l'l'BLl CATION.
Live Stock association Hill lie held in
(anmtal bltutsliig.
bottle gave me great relief and after
The Riglit Name.
Denver, not Los Angeles, as error- YEARS
120
OLD;
TJie ntiior Vaudcn llnutcii is not
Mr. AUKiist SSherpe, the popular Department of the Interior,
Land taking a few more bottles. I was comoneously announced. The convention
--pleased
pletely cured; so completely t,hat it
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
at the runaway mar
adopti-declaring
In favor overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
resolutions
aud has not yet opened the
becomes a pleasure to recommend
Dec. 29. 1906.
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
JUST WON'T DIE of Los AiiKcles two years hence.
uf his handsome home to hi
Notice is hereby given that Luclo this great remedy." Sold under guar
are rightly named; they act more
and newly acquired daughter-ugreecbly. do more good and make Ortega of Chilill. N. M.. has tiled no antee by all druggists. Trice 50c.
Senate oinniittii' W ill I '.aniinc.
Ou the contrary, the young
Washington. Jan. 2.1. Testimony one feel better than any other laxa tice of his Intention to make final
lather looks upon the mar
to cure bilious five-yeproof In support of his
ncerniiiK the affray at Brownsville tive." Guaranteed
NOTIt I, IXHl PUBLICATION.
entry No.
will be taken by the full senute com ness aud constlpttlon. 35e at all drug claim, viz:
rlase with displeasure and is In no
Homestead
the young couple.
6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the Department
mittee mi military affairs. beuiiininK stores.
wnd to forgive
of the Interior, Land OfOath the young man and his child
February 4.
W'.j NE'4 and E
NWU. Section
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Admiral Sigsbee. Just retired, says 12, Township 8 N.. Range 6 E.. and
aritte were employed In the senior
December 26, 1906.
lie also says it comes from the he will not go to farming. Evidently that said proof wil be made before
"VauHlea
liouUn's printing establish
Notice Is hereby given that Pablo
lidinu habit. Most people supposed the admiral has not retired a mil- II. W. S. t Hero, United States Court
Hent wio r to the runaway marriage
Belen, N. M., has filed
GallcKos
it came from the taliiiK habit.
"Thm young mull was
lionaire.
employeil us
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N notice of of
his Intention to make final
timttirt-ptr- ,
while the girl, who is
M
on Feb. r,, 1907.
five year proof in support
of hi
larR fur her age and looks seventeen,
He names the following witnesses claim, viz: Homestead
Entry
No.
AND
worked In the folding department
to prove his continuous residence up 6621. made October 21, 1901. for the
They ai-- both very happy.'' said
on. and cultivation of, the land, viz: NWU, Section
4 N,
2. Township
"That is nil I wish to
Ml.
rranclseo Garcia, Estolano Ortega, Ratine 3 W, and that said proof will
0PE11 Loien.o
I have forgiven them and
MJ .
Sanchez and Edward Carter, be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
tiiey will have no reason to
all of Chilill. .V. M.
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Februt1m sudd'en sti p."
A great maav people have ait idea
MANUEL R.
TERO.
ary 7, 1907.
1. l.n
At the otitce of the senior
that old pores exist inert ly because of
Register.
He names the following witnesses
ltamlrn the fattier w hen seen i f u i
a diseased condition ol the ilcsli where the ulcer is located.
They
to prove his continuous residence upt diirara tlm case. "All I know,"
XOTICK I'OR I'IBLH'.VriOV.
patiently apply salves, powders, plasters and other external applica
on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
that my son and this girl uic
Land
hen Department of the Interior,
tions, but in spite of all such treatment, the place refuses to heal.
Ruperto JaramioD, of Belen, X. M.;
1 am
waiting to hear from
luari-li-it
N.
M.
office at Santa Fe.
ever a sore or ulcer does not heal readily the blood is at fault ; this
Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.;
Buy
h. lie knows where to find
Dec. 29. 1906
Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
vital fluid is filled with impurities and poisons which are constantly
ki not know while he Is, but 1
Notice is hereby given that Jesus Jesus Jaramlllo y Gallego, of Helen,
Kimae I could lay my hands on him
I'oitlainl. tire, J.ui. 21). - 'in May belticr discharged into the place, feedinir it with noxious matter, Orteua
t Chilill, N. M., has tiled N. M.
Old sores may be the result notice of his intention to make final
20 Mrs. Mary Kain.sey I., Wood will which makes it impossible for the sore to hc.il.
tt I am i tod him."
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of an inherited blood taint, or the effects of a lomj spell of sickness, or again, five-yepass her ljnih biithdiy.
She
proof in support
of his
Register.
.
counts for her longevity in il'ht the rircul :in may be contaminated with the collections of refuse matter claim, viz: Homestead
;as i n ami i:
entry No,
living
"I
ting
which
ol
different
channels
ami
through
the
the
members
failed
av
God."
to
have
rut
expel
6,70:1
mi:i;u
vi
the
1901,
hii.Ii
for
made liec. 10.
"1 alwajs iiieil in keep from woi
Cured of Lung 1 rouble.
am Zcli.
St. LtMiis: "Pale fan-nature. Whatever the cause the blood lie SW'( SWU. Section I. W'4 NWU
lying
X..
linkabout
"It Is now eleven years since I had
things.'
mother',
Mv
uw
IiuIoii.
of
and
bruise
she
a
Town
said
12.
cut.
itt poison
comes
steeped
and
the
Section
NW,
SW'i.
escape from consumption,"
aaute iu liugliing Water. I am i "1 always attended to my w n bus!
Mr.iti li or other wound often develops into ship s N.. Range 6 E., and that said a narrow
iintl knew that if
knou iiol the
Ciieroke-- .
ilid lu.v
as of lless,
nrotif uill tie tn:i,l. before II. W. S, writes C. o. Floyd, a leading business
impurities
by
these
sore,
a
fed
and
kept
tip
work the Almighty w mill Me Uiat
man of Kershaw, s. c. "I had run
the while uiun."
causing it to c.it deeper into the- surround otero. United Stales Court Commls
was well look'Mt .tl'lf!
pounds, and
KTU-having inhaled iioiil'Ii
don;it Alliuiiueruue. N. At . on down In weight to,
sioner.
festeringcans
and
'
iiill.iiiiiii
tissue,
ins
a
coughing was
to lile for
both by day
Komi
;., 1907.
man
lo kill u score ot
fcu
iie II t
Feb.
PURELY
VEGETABLE
can
only
applications
pain.
Kxtctiial
ins
Finally I began takf It laAir ell
names the following witnesses and by iiight.
Mn. Kebulon Palmer, a mtcM at l lie years.my The I.llnnmht
keep the Sole clean: thev cannot cute the to lb
I
lea.
hi JUst SIlllM'I'll.
up ing Dr. King's N'cw Discovery, and
oil lets
prove
residence
fuuitult hotel, threw lie poi.m
bis
continuous
trouble because thev do not teach the blood. S S. S. cures Old Sores bv on. and cultivation of, the lanJ, viz continued this for about six months,
X liiw
lungs anil took the tit t li .iin J for a magazine fi live e.,rs.
goinir to the v.tv bottom of the trouble, tlriviii ' out the impurities and
fUil' ills home in l'ie I'ull.iH telliiory expect to read llle last if
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortegn, when my cough and lung trouble were
Mrs. V'noil was born
boiions and purifs iug and building up tlie entire circulation. When S. S. S Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter, entirely gone and 1 was restored to
atflt-- r
u1m ridtiiiiK bis s.-t- i m or ill
fxliox
my norinul weight.
llle. Teini.. In 177 ami
170
pounds."
'Veil to has tciuoved the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begim all of Chilill. N. M.
4MMiiiK remarks
Thousands of persons ure healed
live
IXm ovcrcd in an um m,si lois ei n Oregon in lx.'.i. win
to heal, new flesh is formed, the place scabs over and is soon permanently
MANUEL R OTERO,
every year. Guaranteed by all drugShe w a
r
U(1wi and dragged to a slmlo. . b e er since.
Register.
scaled. Book on Sort i and Ulcers and any medical advice free.
gists. 50c and $1.00.
four chililteti. Inn o
Triul bottle
lieni
Itm kly ictived and prolesteil aiiKir.-AYIAHTM,
CA.
CO.,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC
Try a Cu sen wane advertisement, free.
tie contrivances the pule fares in- - is living.
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PROPERTY

I.OANV

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
Goods remain In
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bide.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely Furnished, Fireplace,
Horse,
Huggy, Harness, Hay, Etc.

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.

five-room-

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO.
Proprietors

Full Sot of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Kxtracting

PERSONAL

WANTED,
More shoe

110 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CABuS
"

Ira 31. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. V. 1. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. V. lhibsoii.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Qfflr.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnett hmiainc
over O'Rielly's drug store, Automatic phone 238.
Appointments made
by mall.
Edmund ,1. Alcr, l. I. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
ITIc
hours,
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:39
5
m.
P.
to
P. m.
Both nbones
An.
poititments made by mall.
P1IVSICIAXS.

Bit. J. It. 1IAYXE.S
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armllo
building.
W. 31. SB KB I It AN.

1?

,M

Homeopathic
Occidental

Physician nnd Snrgenii.
Life Building. Tele-pho8X6. Albuquerque, N. M.
im. it. ii. iiusT.
Office,
X. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
ne

8-- 8,

IXDEBTAKEIt.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 11S
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL EXGIXEER.
46-4-

J. It. Fnrwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY Pl'BLIC.
Tlios. K. 1). Maddlson.
with W. B. Chllders.
West Gold avenue.
Office

117

XOTICK FOR I'l BLICATIOX.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. New Mexico.

January

22, 1907.

Notice is hereby given that Juan
de Dios Padilla of San Rafael, N. 31.,
has Hied notice of his intention to
proof In support
make final five-yeof his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 6688, made December 3, 1901,
for the WVi NEi. and W
SE',4.
Section 26. Township 10 N, Range 10
W, and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
at Los Lunas, N. M on March 7,
1907.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padia, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. New Mexico.

January

22,

1907.

Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Padilla of San Rafael, N. M., has
llled notice of his Intention to make
filial five year- - proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Kntry No.
68, made December 3, 1901, for the
NWU. and E
SW4, Section
E'i
26, Township 10 N. Range 10 W, and
that said proof will be made before
.lesiw 31, Luna. l'rot)al(e Clerk art
Los Lunas, N. M
i 3Iarch 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Jose R. Canilt-laiia- .
Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez. Blsente Padia, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
.MAX UK I. R. OTERO.
RefristT.
Danger of a fold ami How to A vol.1
Them.
More fatalities have their origin In
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people more careful as there i
no dangor whatever from a cold whetv
it Is properly treated In the beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cou(hi
Remedy has been recognized as the
most prompt and effectual medicine
in use for this disease. It acts on nature's plan, loosens the cough, relieves the limits, ..pens the sccrttlomi
and aids nutate in restoring the
m
to a healthy conditio!.. Si,:j li
all druggists.
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H
mil her, a quiirter-bloo- d

At eighteen driving hack anil
4 studying taw.
futility nttoi- - 4
At twenty-fou- r
forty-si-

ator.

x

e

congressman.
4
I'nlted States sen- -
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Spei ml Correspondence.

Topeka. Kans., Jan.
black-haire-

d,

21.

swarthy-skinne-

A

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
The Name

Win. CHAPLIf

Day Tliursalay Afternoon.
Pursuant to adjournment the council at 2:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon was called to order by President
Spiess.
The roll was called ,y chief
Clerk Martin, nil responding present.
was then read
A communication
from T. B. Catron, who had filed a
contest for the seat of Mr. Mlera.
withdrawing said contest but maintaining that It was well founded In
fact and law. Mr. Mlera in a brief
speech declared himself the choice of
the people and not Mr. Catron. Upon motion of Mr. Mlera duly seconded and carried the messuue of Mr.
Catron was received and ordered
spread on the Journal. His withdrawal was accepted.
Mr. Chaves Introduced Council Bill
No. 6. an act to
the expired
poTthtjiB of the compiled laws of
1907, relative to the incorporation of
community land grants. The bill
was read and upon motion of Mr.
Chaves seconded and carried. Action
on the bill was deferred pending the
appointment of the committee to
which it will be referred.
A message from the house was then
received notifying the council
that
1
Nos.
Council Joint Resolutions
2
and
had been passed by the house,
1.
also Joint Memorial No.
Mr. Chaves Introduced Joint Resolution No. 1, requesting that the
governor be nsked for information
concerning the appointment of a commission of three to buy a bronze bust
of the late J. Francisco Chaves and
place the same In the capltnl building.
President Spiess then announced
that he would name the permanent
committees of the council at the session Friday morning.
The Council then adjourned until
Friday at 10 it. m.

;1 .

4
4
4 Kaw Indian.
His father, tin nrmy officer.
At eight years ull an orphan. It
u Jockey uml
At fourteen
4 newsboy.

thirty-fiv-

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

I'oiulli

HKN

4 ney.
At
At
4

CITIZEN'.

17, range 26 east, Kddy county, to
the town of Artesia to he used as ft
cemtery, the tract already being in
use for that purpose.
Upon Its second reading the bill on
motion of Mr. Cameron seconded and
carried, was ordered printed, translated and referred to the proper com
mittee.
Hills on their second i ph. linn were
the next order of business.
Council
Bill No. 1 was rend by title and upon
motion of Mr. Duncan duly seconded
and carried, was ordered printed and
referred to the proper committee.
Council Bill No. 2 was read a second time by title and upon motion of
Mr. Marlines seconded ami carried,
was ordered printed and referred to
the proper committee.
Upon motion of Mr. Martinez, the
council then voted to take a recess
until the afternoon at 2:"n o'clock.

FIRST INDIAN IN THE
UNITED STATES SENATE
!St'C-

EVENING

black-eyei- l,

Not only means the Best
.
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Jti

onoes DUt it stanas equally
for honest advertising.

4

-

1

ct
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statesman, ('has. CurImJi.
tis, will represent Kansas in the United Mlates senate after Jan. 22. He
will be then elected to till out the
term 1 which J. It. Burton was

elected and also for the full term
commencing March 4. being the
choice f the republican majority of
the legislature In Its caucus, succeeding A. W. Henson, appointed to fill
the wucaney caused by Ilurton's
resignation.
'II jrou rind me nt any time doing
an unworthy act. If you find me falling to represent my constituents, if
1 violate any law, you can have my
commission back." That was Mr.
Curtis' pledge to the caucus after
I
..
his nomination.
Curtis has been u congressman 14
years. He has represented the richest district of his state, yet he knows
lias kissed more
more farmers.
babies and is nearer to the people Citizens Hold Mass Meeting Question of Extra Employees
than any man In the commonwealth.
Most Important Topic at
and Adopt Vigorous MeasBut be had to fight for his place.
It wag charged that he was a railTIIK IIOl'SK.
ures to Defeat Plan.
Yesterday's Session.
road man, that he had too much InFourth Day Thursday Morning.
fluence In Indian affairs, that he was
Pursuant to adjournment the house
rich. He was accused of every pocalled to order yesterday mornThe question of extra employes was was
litical crime but he faced it all and
The citizens of Carlsbad and Kddy
ing at 10 o'clock by Speaker Baca.
won.
Uoosevelt said, "I need you. counties last Saturday night took no- the principal topic heard in the cap-Itoffered the Invocayesterday morning. The house The chaplain then "Staplln
Curtis, in the senate," and there he tice of the fact that a determined efChief Clerk
called the
will be.
fort is being made by certain inter- held two caucuses and then took a tion.
roll, all responding present. Upon moCurtis' mother was a quarter-bloo- d
the tion
ested parties living at Artesia. in the recess having finally adjusted
of Mr. Baca duly seconded and
woman; his father a northern end of the county, to have matter In harmony.
Kaw Indian
the house took a recess to
The council held a short session carried,
Frenchman, an officer In the 15th the present legislature cut up the
the question of extra emKansas cavalry. The boy was an county and from the carving create yesterday morning, took up the reg- consider
ployes in cuueus.
orphan at eight years; a Jockey here the county of Artesia.
This notice ular order of business and adjourned
At 11:20 o'clock the caucus arose
In the town where he was born at was In the shape of a mass meeting until the afternoon when at 2 o'clock
and for fifteen minutes, the mema hack driver earning of citizens called together by Allen It again convened.
fourteen:
As upon the previous days of the bers of the house remained In the
jnoney to carry on his education at Heard, chairman of the board of
of the capttol discussing the
eighteen and then one day he walk- county commissioners, and A. Ti. assembly, there wus a good attend- corridors
question of extra employes Individed Into the office of the biggest law- O'Quinn, mayor of Carlsbad.
The ance of spectators.
ually.
yer In town and said: "I think I'll call was responded to by a large atTIIK COIXCII,.
At 11:35 o'clock the caucus again
ftudy law."
tendance of taxpayers and citizens
Day
Thursday Morning.
Fourth
convened. This session was a short
He did. He worked nights, driv- who voiced thelt opposition to any
Wedto
adjournment
Pursuant
of
and before the noon hour. Speaking hack on shares and reading law- proposed division in a vigorous man- nesday the council was called to or- one
er Baca called the house to order.
books while waiting for fares. "And ner.
der by President
Spiess at 10:20
The regular order of business was
1 made money, too," said he.
"Near
The meeting elected Mayor O'Quinn o'clock yesterday morning. The chapup.
ly enough to carry me through the as chairman and K. P. Bujac secre- lain then offered the Invocation. The then taken
Clerk Staplln read the Jourtary. When a statement was made chief clerk read the roll, all respond- nalChief
j ear."
the previous day and upon moHe was admitted to the bar, got of what was being done by those ing present. Chief Clerk Martin read tion ofduly
seconded and carried, the
into politics, ran for county attorney. seeking the creation of a new county, the journal of the preceding
day journal in Spanish was reud and ortilled the place creditably, ran for the importance of taking action to which upon motion duly seconded dered approved as read.
congress, was elected and has been counteract any Influence that might and carried was ordered approved as
Upon motion of Mr. Ruppe amend'nce 1892. All sorts of be working in favor of such division read.
In congress
ed, a recess was then taken until
plans have been made to defeat him. was at once manifest. It was pointed
The regular order of business was the afternoon at 3 o'clock.
His district has been gerrymandered, out that while, If the facts were taken up.
systems and conventions known to all the members of the legprimary
Mr. Cameron
introduced Council Fourth Day Thursday Afternoon.
have been tried but every time he islature and the situation at Carlsbad Bill No. 3 providing for the dona
The house met according to adpresented to them. there tion by the territory to the city of journment in the afternoon at
won.
He did It by going right out clearly
3
in the country and seeing the man would be little likelihood of their givRoswell, Chaves county, a tract ad- - o'clock. The speaker called It to oring their support to the measure, still Joining described us school section der and the chief clerk called the
who plowed corn.
He went out with a state senator In the absence of a cleur presentation number 16, township 11, range 4 east roll, all the members were present.
in the last campaign to be intro- of affairs as they really are, and the for cemetery purposes and instructing
A letter was read from Ksquipulo
duced to the senutor's home people. unopposed work by the Artesia dele- the governor and land commissioner Baca of the county of Sandoval an"I found I knew many whom he did gation now in Santa Fe, there was to deliver to said city a title to nouncing that he withdrew the connot," laughed Curtis, "and had to danger of Eddy county suffering a same. The land has been used by test filed by him against K. C. Abgrievous Injury, and the interests of the city as a cemetery without title. bott, sitting member from the tenth
introduce him."
greatly
He took 115 law books into court her citizens and industries
The bill also provides for a right district, composed of the counties of
once; that Is his thorough way of damaged.
of way 100 feet wide for a road to Santa Fe und Sandoval. The letter
Speeches were made by Mayor the cemetery. The bill was ordered, was received, ordered spread on the
doing things.
Curtis is a member of the com- O'Quinn, George M. Cook, cashier of printed, translated and referred to the Journal and the contest was declared
mittee on Indian affairs and has hud the First National bank; C. H.
proper committee upon the motion of dismissed.
L. O. Fullen, K. P. Bujac, Mr. Cameron duly seconded und carmuch to do with adjusting the allotMul-lanments of the Indian tribes of the A. N. Pratt, C. F. Drake, W. H.
ried.
A professor of the University of
C. It. Urlce, W. T. Heed
territory. He has himself an allotund
Mr. Cameron introduced
Chicago says the dress suit coat Is
Council
ment of 320 acres by his descent others, and was the unanimous opin- Bill No. 4 providing for the dona- a joke. That opinion Is, of course,
from the Kaw Indians through his ion that steps should be at once taken tion by the territory of a tract of land the result of observation, not of exmother. The Indian characteristics to place the matter before the legis- known as school section 16, township perience.
Commitof unyielding friendship and remem- lature in its proper light.
bering dislike have been traced In tees were appointed to cover the
. .o
matter county and give all the people an opCurtis by his friends.
in i
portunity
to express
themselves
how busy, he always is approachable
VlUr
ugalnst any division movement, and
Reporters like him
and kindly.
I
Va C O .
i
he. never snubs them.
He is typi- Just as soon as these are secured they
n
h.
v.v
will be sent on to Sunta Fe for precally western In his frankness.
"I found that it pays better, to sentation.
certain things. w li
The agitation for county division
work than to make speeches," said
v.
v
go''1-"mako
has been viewed rather Indifferently
Curtis after he had been In
coiifi.k-iKi- :
;:i:
i.'.uh
lose
the
now,
as it was not thought the
six months, and for fourteen uf to
of r,i:r palrom.
years he has worked. That Is why efforts of the men who are pushing it
'Moll Good" and you'll
we adped
B Prosperous
The prin.
he Is United States senator. He will would be taken seriously, but It has
lie senator a long time he is built been deemed the part of wisdom not
in IXJM1. when CASCARKTS
A V! W I A Til
that way. He will commence cam- to take any chances, and from now
DTII '
paigning for the election six years on there will be another side to this put on the market, was
.
ilcsni.in-.hipto make no I'ROMISK in our s
hence next summer if he has not county division movement, and the
was
not
that
TRUTH
and
characterized
bv
and
l'L'RITY
county
of
substantial interests
already.
the
will show why this Imposition should UOXKSTY.so that we could always DKKIVKR what we AGRKKU.
not be placed upon them.
It was our own I'URK DRUG law and our I'ROMISK lias
LATEST TOPICS OF IN
always been I'ULFILLKI).

OBJECTIONS

.

TO MINOR MATTERS

ARTESIA

ORDER OF DAY

PLAN

AT CAPITAL

I

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

I

vr

Our window display will give jovt
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

ol

Vm.

CHAPLIN

SHOE STORE

fGoc

WONDERFUL SIGHTS SEEN
BY BASE BALL PATRIARCH
ItaHe bull tar8 may come to Cincinnati, fade and go elsewhere to
Klltter again, but Frank C. Bancroft,
buHlneHH manager of the Reds, goe
on forever
raking In the coin. He
haw been in base ball for 31 years,
and 27 of them have been spent In
No other man connectCincinnati.
ed with the game ha ever been In
service so long a time.
For 31 seasons he him seen pennants nailed to the club Aug staff
while the snow covered the diamond, und for about as ninny sea- -

Faywood
Hot

Springs

CURES DROPSY.

Albuquerque

FIRST

8e 8nU Ft Agent for rowarf
rp rate, good for thirty day.

0ee

Foundry and

Machine

Works

Proprietor
f.
Iron and Brut Ctatlin; Or, Col and hmmhu Cara; "VTVey
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Batklt Metal; Calajsu aid lra Vramta e
ft.

HALL,

Building.

ftopmlr on Mining mnd mill Mmohlnory m $fmimlt
roan dry east tide 4t railroad track.
Alaaaaaraa,

at. m.

moiim

MiiigH

X

uiiti-aloo-

n,

old-tim-

TO-DA-

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

I New Mexico

1

anti-septi-

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I ONEY AILMENTS.

FAYWOOD,

n

f

EASY TO REACH.

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

has seen the
pennunt take
und fly away when the warm
winds blew. He has run the yearly
guntlft of the men who know it all.
the fan with a kick. the special
boosting friend of the iiluyer, and,
yea, the man after a pass. With all
he Ik hale, hearty, well liked, and
ntitlmiMt
uii
if you don't want a
J)iimh.
He looks good for years
in
the position he fills so ably.
years
In the 31
he has seen more
than the K7 varieties of bass ball.
He has seen pitching blossom from
REV. W. W. HAVENS
TEREST F
The best inducement we cm offer our friends in our advertising, the ulil underhand to the
delivery. He has seen the
and present, is to TRY CASCARKTS only ONCK! We promARTESIA past
VISITS
ised and promise now, that these dainty, little candy tablets, if pitcher's box wiped out, placed at
Kroui the Argus.
distances, und even made In
faithfully tried, would prove to be the most perfect How el Medicine various
Jos. Woods. James Donahue, lmk
rectungular shape in which the pitchi ingsfey
TI1K KVII.S ever placed before the American family,
and (Jen. Henenssy were the AMI I.IXTl 'I IKS ON
as dependable for their er might take it running Jump if
OK IIOOZK AT TIIK CHRIST-IAKlks from here that Joined the big
effects as nature herself.
he desired.
111 lt II.
herd at Winslow last Thursday night
He has seen buts regulated In all
In our eleven years of I'ROMISK, we have never failed to fulH. II. Scorse, one of the most suc
(wing to an attack of the grip we fill, and that's why we have gained the friendship of millions of the ways, fouls out on the first bound,
cessful sheep growers of this county,
and enjoyed the sensations caused
will leave shortly for the southern Here unable to attend the meeting for American people, who have experienced the reliable quality of our by the first musk, chest
protector
n
part of the territory, where he ex the organization of an
product.
and glove.
iw.cts to remuln until ufter the lamb league held at the Christian church
He
league
pennants
has seen two
Wednesday night, says the Artesia
ing season.
If the ONE TIMK that we can induce the reader to try Casca-- n come to teams he managed and one
K. D. Greer, proprietor of the meat Advocate, Rev. W. W. Havens, of
pennant.
world's
He has seen Ave
of the
ts proves to be a failure and disappointment, it means a BROKKN
hop, informs us that he has made Albuquerque, superintendent
managers come and go at Cincinarrangements to open up a meat mar- league for the territories of New MexI'ROMISK
and
NEVER
a
fact
The
his
of
repetition
patronage.
Charley
Comiskey,
nati
ket in Winslow. Mr. Greer will do ico and Arizona, delivered the ad- that at the present time over ONE MILLION of boxes of Cascarets Ewing, Bob Allen. Iild Mcl'hee liuck
and
dress,
say
he
members
old
that
the slaughtering here and supply
Joe Kelley and Is now with Han-Iohandled the subject in a masterly are sold every month PROVES that we believe in "Purity of Promboth shops from this point.
e
partner.
an
ise" and have delivered the goods.
Ieo. Hennessy, the popular young manner. He denied that saloon keepexlib4Qion
At professional
and.
is a business, inasmuch as the
tlorkraan of Adumana. has turned ing
games liancroft has been seen nil
over Ms brand of cattle and ranch buyer does not derive a profit from
over the I'nlted States.
So we ask you with the endorsement of the American people behind our stateHe said that 125,000
holdings on the Rio Puerco to eke his purchase.
to accept our promises and try Cascarets as the best
personal
Newman, who has purchased Mr. die every year from intoxicants in ments,family
medicine for all STOMACH and BOWEL, troubles, especially Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That
and
Hennessy's entire interests
in the the United States alone. This, he CONSTIPATION
and all its complications. Nearly every serious illness is
Contain Mercury,
to said, had to be recruited from the
took business. George expects
derangement
of the Stomach and Bowels. Cascarets will strengthen as mercury will surely destroy the sense
by
a
caused
youth
of
one
land
the
takes
and
soon
to
and
visit relatives
leave
smell and completely derange the
the walls of the weakened intestines and make them act exactly as nature of
whole system when entering It through
friends In Texas, but says he has not young man of every five. The speakintended them to do NO VIOLENCE, but plain, soothing action.
mucous surfaces. Burh articles
the
er
levy
to
said
on
liquor
that
a
tax
good,
we
hope
for
Arizona
and
"iiuil"
should never be used except on presfor the support of the schools was
not
criptions from reputable physicians, as
Another PROMISE we are willing to make is that CascareH will prove to the damage they will do is ten fold to
One of the surprises of the week selling ousselves cheap, that it wus
derive from
destroy dis- the good you can possibly
They are
won that of the marriage of Mis condemning one boy out of every five be a great PREVENTIVE of DISEASE.
them.
Catarrh (Jura, manufactured
Mercy McAllister, the youngest duugh. to a drunkard's grave and hell to help ease germs all through the FOOL) CHANNELS, and are what soap is for thu by F. Jlulls
J. Chenney & Co., contains no
mercury, and is taken Internally, acting
outer body a perfect cleansing means for the inside body.
ler cf our efficient county recorder, educate the others.
blood an J mucous surThe speaker praised Artesia and
One of our mottos has been: "Keep clean inside!" and Cascarets will help directly upon the
which event took place in Las Augu.
faces of the system. In buying Hall's
The groom is A. J. Haa, engaged In said that this was the best week day you to do it and avoid disease resulting from internal neglect.
Cur be sure you get the genCutarrh
meeting he had held In either terriuine. It is taken Internally and made
i he lumber
business in that city.
In Toledo, Ohio by P. J. Cheney & Co.
tory.
If
never
you
go
your
have
druggist
before,
Cascarets
tried
to
free.
Testimonials
At the close of the meeting a local and buy a little 10c
Tired Tivers: Great suffering bullUuld by druggists. Price, 70c. per botwill
you.
TO
GET
boa.
WHAT
SURE
BE
convince
It
dogs, kid, wot'a yer ma goln' ter do league was formed and 1110 subscribtle
VOL' ASK
THE GENUINE!
Ti
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ed to push forward the work.
ij nil dat water?
con-gres-

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
RELIEVES PAi:L

1

e,

PURITY
or
PROMISE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

WOMEN'S WOES.
Albuquerque Women Are
Relief At Last.

Finding

COAL

It dots Boem that women have more
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
than a fair share of the aches and
PER TON
SCM
pains that afflict; humanity; they must
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
"keep up," must attend to duties In
TON
PER
SS.SQ
spite oi constantly aching backs, or
headaches, dizzy spells, bearing down
pains; they muBt stoop over, when to
stoop means torture. They must walk
and bend and work with racking pains
and many aches from kidney ills. Kidneys cause more suffering than, any
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
other organ of the body. Keep the
FOR
$2.25 AND S2.7S
kaVlneys well and health
Is easily
maintained.
Mrs. Juana Arias, of San Franciso
street, Santa Fe, N. M., Bays: "For
802 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
a year and a half a pain across my
back was very severe and It Increased
so that 1 was compelled to take to my
F.
bed and slay there for two weeks. A
friend knowing my condition advised
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills and Headquarters for Low Price
they were obtained for me. I used the
remedy according to directions, when on Leather, Paints, Varniahea,
the uttack of backache disappeared.
This was eight months ago and I have Brushes and Jap-a-l- ac
not noticed a return.
Previous to
409 Watt Rallromd Momm
using Doan's Kidney Pills I had tried
plusters on my back, but I might as
well have used as much brown paper.
I am only too pleased to recommend a
COMING EVENTS
remedy upon which the public can depend."
For sule by all dealers.
Price SO
cents.
Foster- - Mil burn Co., IlufTalo,
January 23 Paul Gilmore. la. Ya
N. Y., sole agents for the I'nlted
February 1 King Kicbard.
t(t
States.
Third, by John Urfflth.
'Kemember the name Doan's and
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
!
lake no other.
February 6 Messenger Moy.
February 9 CarestoB Clarke.
February 11 Julius
NURSERY PRODUCTS
Caesar b
Charles Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairaixu
FRUIT
AND
SHADE
TREES, This U the tiatiaer performance
or
8HRU
i AND FLOWERS. the season.

WOOD

John

Thos.

BUY
N. W.

8TRE
A C

ONE YOU KNOW.
24 SOUTH WALTER

st ad doe

the work

S.

Beaven

Keleher

Giv us your ROUGH DRY vnrk.
Monday, and get it back Wedae4r.
Imperial Laundry Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

VAGK POCR.
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CITIZFN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

SENATOR BEVERIDCE ON
THE CHILD LABOR INFAMY

Published Dally and Weekl.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
Business Manager.

President

THE MARTINEZ BILL
The Citizen is a firm believer In home rule, for the
Hence. It has al- twwiv. the county anil the territory.
OTBted the nomination of candidates by primary
It approves of the Initiative and the referendum,
rf the election of all county officials, and of their re
Of
moval only by trial and conviction In the courts.
course, then. It cannot but approve of the Martlne
council bill. Introduced Wednesday, removing from th-piTernor' hands to the hands of the county commls-t4uierthe duty of filling vacancies In county otnees.
Of course, the dally democrat organ of this city will
hi lie most plteoiiHly over the proposed law, as emanating: from and urged by enmity to the governor; for the
Infirmity of the democrat organ Is that It has no policy.
4eim't know what consistency Is. and cannot Imagine
i motive other than a personal one. The Citizen had advocated the principle of home rule long before the preset executive had ever been thought of for the position
lie occupies, and It believed then, as It beileves now all
power comes from the people and should be exercised
directly by them when practical, and when not practical,
then Indirectly by them through representatives chosen
for that purpose by themselves. This Is the chief ground
r desire for statehood that the governor himself as
"well as judges and other olllclals may receive their
IKnrrr directly fromo the people, to be exercised In
trust for them, and them alone.
This method of filling county vacancies by a governor whom the people have not elected and who
himself as representing the presldnt of the United
Ktates rather than the people over whom he rules, has
been In existence In this territory only for about ten
yram. and it has been found faulty In practical working
Trell as violative of the principle of
By all means, then, let us return to the older and better
plan.
elec-Uon-

s.
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PUBLICITY IS ESSENTIAL
A. live town, tlty or section of country, says a writer
in the Harden City. Kan., Imprint, like a progressive
business man, has the future In view, for the future not
lie past la the storehouse from which comes tne things
Consequently towns and cities, like
of great value.
nuocessful individuals, are using the ways and means to
accomplish certain results, and it is now the chosen policy of all cities and sections of the country to look to
publicity and advertising as the best and most certain
way of aocurlng what Is desired. Advertising to the
business man and business world Is as essential as. If noi
more ho than, any other line of effort Involved In success. The use of the English language and printer's ink
Is as much of a factor in the marvelous development of
Therefore, advertising
America as any one other thing.
and publicity are the things to use. The Arkansas valley In southern Kansas has received a great deal of
along these lines within two or three years,
teen million dollars approximately has come In since
the searchlight of publicity has been forced on this
valley.
Such testimony can be gathered from all parts of
the United States, where progress is being sought or has
lren secured. New Mexico is not and cannot be an
exception to this rule. Publicity must be employed to
secure Immigration and capital, to develop resources and
originate enterprises. To secure these things, New MexHow inadvlsed and damico must employ publicity.
aging, then, would be the adoption of the suggested discontinuance of the bureau of immigration, and especially
adt this time when the outlay of the past is beginning to
bear such good fruit.

Because The Citizen disapproves the suggestion to

abolish the territorial bureau of immigration, the Ph. D.
of the dally democrat organ for definition of term consult Philander Doesticks, Q. K. in its would-b- e funny
column, wants to know If there will be a "divvy" wltL
this paper and where The Citizen will "get on." It is
truly astonishing how constantly and unconsciously the
democrat organ gives itself away. It is so natural and
Invariable for that falsely labeled sheet to decide all
questions from its own mercenary standpoint, that it is
absolutely incompetent to grasp the idea that anyone
Kbould favor a proposition without thought of pecuniary
benefit, or should oppose any proposition for other
than revengo for denial of rakeoff. The democrat
should try to understand the folly of measuring
other people's apples In its half bushel. It is Well understood that this democrat organ has made its fight,
and is still making it, on everything republican, with the
aole bope that a new ileal may be made, letting It In
eg the ground floor.
rea-w- o
or-a- n

The Citizen has been asked as to the recent ainend-aieof the luw which allows homesteaders to be absent
from their holdings for three months. This paper understand that the measure was introduced into the senate by Senator Hansbrough, of North Dakota, and was
made necessary by the unforseen conditions which have
arisen in that state. f!ut the law applies to all states
and territories. The three months' ubsence dates from
January 18. Although no application Is necessary, the
time of actual absence will not be deducted from the full
time of residence required by law. The text of the telegram announcing the amendment, said:
"Hosestcad
settlers granted leave of ubsence from their land for a
period of three months from January 18. provided the
period of actual absence shall not be deducted from the
full time of residence required by law. Application for
leave not necessary."
nt

The Bible contains 3..r.66,4M) letters. 73;i,74tf words,
SI. ITS verses, 1.189 chapters and 66 books. The word
"and" occurs 46,277 times. The word "Lord" occurs
l.k&fc times.
The word "reverend" occurs but once,
which Ih in the ninth verse of the 111th I'salm. The
aildde verse is the eighth verse of the 118th I'salm.
The list verse of the seventh chapter of Kzra contains all the letters of the alphabet except the letter
"J." The longest verse is the ninth verse of the eighth
riiapter of Kslhcr. The shortest verse is the 35th verse
T the 11th chapter
of M. John. There are no words
or names of more than six syllables.
Huwllii rn criticized one r I'llii-iilcn- l
meHxuges to congress, as "a jumble of misbegotten

Julian

s
and inopportune adjective, adverbs, intensive,
and similar redundant,
and cx;i'- urrstifig verbal rubbish which hang and crawl about hi
exten-srre-

forcible-feebl-

composition as

le ties and

cobwebs

e

crawl

and

liuni;

about the rafters of an empty bouse." An exchange
says that "if ever a inun smeared a piece of nice, while
paper with tar anil threw a dictionary at it depending
on the background to elucidate the words that huppene
to frtick. the result is illustrated in that sentence. It p
certainly striking und the reader can almost see the cobwebs crawl us he

read.''

II. Harrison will again be a candidate for
lileago.
lie win probably ic elected, as
I hat
J iiicago Is wearied of being so fearfully wicked and wishes to return a few steps to the
days bell it was just wicked cnouuli to he attractive

Culler

l)ur ul
tut evidence

I

seriously
It is just anonunced Ui.it Mine liuse
dating from last Christ
ill after an attack of iiiilio
mas. It is coming to a pretty pass when an actress'
1 lines
Isn't cabled over before it becomes a serious o:

nt

has been
lo adopt altalfa as tile
The prospect is cla..lint,' It would make
every man Ids ami llorist. and there would always hi
a Kpare bale of It to crown Die (Jueen of May.
Oklahoma

fclatr flower.

of abolishing the Carlisle school for in- of course, if foot ball I going to remain d
the red man can't make the most of higher

There's talk
l iu

ns.

nuturt-d-

.

duration.

That child labor evil cannot be .left to the states
to remedy. Is one of the Important points brought out
in Senator Ueverldge's defense of his bill to create a
national child labor law as outlined by the senator In
a comprehensive article appearing In the February
number of the Woman's Home Companion. Senator
Heverldge adds:
"The first thing we see on studying the child labor
question Is that this evil cannot bo left to Hie states
to remedy. Of course there Is not the slightest reason
In the world why It should be left to the states to
remedy; but we started out one hundred and twenty-fiv- e
years ago with the notion that each state was a
little nation and that this artificial thing called a 'state'
had certain 'rights.' At that time the Idea of this being a nation, a people living In one land, and Hying
were
one Hag had not thoroughly developed. There
many great men In our constitutional convention wlv
saw this clearly; but there were a lot of little men
who wanted to be big men, and could be big men only
in the narrow borders of their colonies, not being
great enough for the country as a whole. These men
Insisted on the theory of the sovereignty of the state.
These little men had the votes, and that Is how; It has
happened that we started out the way we did. I am
talking bluntly In order to tell the fact and this Is
the plain fact, crude though It be.
It Is a
"This child labor Is not a stale nffuir.
national affair. The practical reasons why the states
cannot deal with It Is, first of all, because they will
not deal with it; and second, because they would not
deal with It adequately. In the sections of the country where this civic pestilence rages In greatest fury,
the states will not act. They will not act because thu
great manufacturing or mining interests are so power
ful In those states that they control or at least de
cisively Influence the legislatures of those states. .So
that In those states no effective law can be passed. It
a model bill Is proposed in any of those states. It 1
killed; or, what is a good deal worse than killed, it
is mutilated.
That Is to say, a child labor law Is pass
ed which the people are led to believe will end the
evil, but which has been so' cunningly changed that it
tfrmits the evil to go on. Thus the people (ire fooled and the practise i9 hot stopped."
Child Ijabor Must Ik? Ktopixxl.
Senator Albert J. Beverldge describes the .purposes of his now famous national child labor hill. He
does not hesitate to declare that child labor must be
slopped, and adds:
"This maiming of human bodies, this destruction
of
human souls
of human character, this damning
must come to an end. It has got to be stopped; and
we have time and strength and leisure and prosperity
enough to stop it right now.
"The facts the horrible actuallies have already
been described In the Woman's Homo Companion.
"We all know about It. The whole country knows
about It. The whole country has been aroused about
it. The whole country Is ready to act; and the question Is how to act. I say that the whole country
knows about It because 1 personally tested that question during the nine weeks of the last political campaign and I tested It from Maine to Nehru-ska- .
"In every speech I made I spoke somewhat on this
national shame and danger; and found every nudlence,
whether In city or county; whether In manufacturing
d
or agricultural centers; whether the crowd was
of workingmen and their wives, farmers and
their families, business men and the dear ones of their
homes I found them all without any difference of
ardor an ardor which responded instantly, fervently
and determinedly.
"And so I made up my mind that the country had
made up Its mind that child labor has got to go in
America."
unci Child Ijtltor.
Senator
The senator tells Jiow he worked in a logging camp
at fourteen years of uge, beginning before daybreak
and ending after dark, and the lessons he learned there
served as the foundation for his present light against
the horror of child labor. After describing the evil,
he adds:
Hut that is not the worst of it. The worst of
It is that pretty soon these children 'come to uge.'
What kind of citizens do they make? London Hooligans! That is the kind of citizens they make. Kaeh
boy and girl of this kind that develops into a man or
woman knows that he or she Is inferior to his fellows
Inferior In body, mind and soul. They not only feel
It, they actually see It. They feel that they have been
robbed In some way not robbed In money or property,
but robbed of life, of health, robbed of intellect, robbed of spirit. And in their undeveloped brains, in
their weakened hearts, In their cramped and deformed
souls the lires of an unextlnguishablc wrath begin to
burn. They go through life hating society. hating
everybody and everything.
For, while they do not
know much, they do know that a system of Industry
and a state of society has worse than murdered them.
There is your material for anarchy. We hear a good
many speeches about the danger of anarchists coming
to this country from Kurope. The truth Is thai child
labor Is creating some two hundred thousand grown
up anarchists of native American blood in this country every year."
coin-pose-
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If you have so much as two acres of laud and u
you
cow.
need to raise alfalfa.
If you have more bind
and more live stock, your need for it Is ull the greater,
because It Is the most productive, nutritious and profit-
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H. STRONG

It

is understood that a move will
be made In the near future to change

the county seat of Torrance to Wll-lar- d
and that a bill to that effect Is In
course of preparation.
The delegation at Sant.t Fe In favor
of Artesla county is hard at work,
but the opposition to the project Is
gaining ground dally. The bill for
the creation of the county is ready,
but so far no representative or member of the council has been willing to
Introduce It.
At least two
bills
are now in process of formation. One
it is understood will be drafted by
Air. Ituppe, house member from Ber
nalillo county and the other one will
probably come from a member of the
council or house from Ban Allguel
county.
Just which measure will
meet with the approval of the legislators, in a matter of some question at
present.

If the general comments to be
heard In the hotel lobbies at Santa Fe

It Is reported that among the
changes which will be urged by some
legismembers of the Thirty-sevent- h
lative assembly, will be the disbanding of the New Mexico mounted police force. The reason given for such
fiction by its supporters Is said to be
the fact that the county officers are
capable and have demonstrated their
ability to successfully enforce the
laws of the territory and that It Is a
useless expense to further continue
the mounted officers.
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In Albuquerque

See Ours

NlclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
'

able forage crop known. It has no peer and no rival.
If you have been persuaded that it will not grow In
your neighborhood or your state, don't believe it; you
can't afford to accept any such dictum. Try It faithfully for yourself for ten years and reach your own
conclusions instead of taking those of some one else
second-hanIf It fails the rellection is likely to be
on you rather than on the alfalfa.
There are really few soils or localities in any agri
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
cultural region,
or west, where alfalfa will not
prosper if decently treuted.
inly those who don't
know alfalfa,
are Incredulous about It. Those who
A. II.
Denver, repre
know it best are the one who swear by it, and plant senting Woodman of
the Chamberlain
Medicine
more.
company of Des Moines, Iowa, is
If you haven't time or inclination to put your seed here, and was a pleasant caller at
lied in the finest possible tilth before sowing, smooth this office this ufternoon.
Mary Maurino, the young TTliliau
and line on lop, somewhat com nactcd not mellow
below, anil free from weed seeds, don't bother with girl, who was incarcerated in Che IJer- nallllo county Jail, pending tin exam
alfalfa.
No matter where you are or what your soil condi- ination as to her sanity, was released
custody yesterday afternoon
tions, success cannot come except good seed Is used. from being
adjudged sane by Judge
after
Much of that on the market esp, dally imported seed, Abbott, who appointed a physician
has been adulterated or is so mixed with weed seeds to examine In r condition of mind.
that it would be dear as a gift. This means it is safe
Harry I.ee, city clerk and secreto buy seed only of a reputable dealer whose name und tary of the sheep sanitary board, and
guarantee stands for something.
ijet samples early, President J. II. liearrup of the Itio
grown us nearly in your own latitude as possible, und liramle Woolen Alllls Co., have retest tliein; it more than ten per cent fails to grow, turned from Salt I.uko city, where
they were In attendance at the wool
don't buy h; sunn-thinis wrong.
Nothing is more growers' convention, which recently
expensive Hian "cheap" seed, und choice seed the only adjourned there.
kind worth sowing always commands a good price.
entertained
The Varsity student
Sow, without a nurse crop, twenty pounds to the the visiting girls' basket ball team
Pile, broadcast or with a drill; cover not less tliun from the Agricultural college today
party.
The crowd
an inch deep ami keep live stock from grazing on with a tally-h- o
It for two years; when small it is very tender and was driven about the city, visiting
I
school,
high
the lumber mills und lie
v
o.M.oyeu. ii me plants no not look thrifty, or Tile
on entertain-incu- t
Varsity
committees
weeds spiiiiK n,,, use the mower.
The mowing mainclude Misses l.elle Franklin,
chine is .Haifa's great tonic, and alter the llrst year Ida Hart and Lucy Kdie, und Messrs.
the disc harrow used two or three times in a seasi
C. A. lioss. Jr.. II. M. Itryan, drover
is a wonderful Invigm ant.
C. Knimons. .Norman Majo and John
ui i"! nay wnen biosso.ni begin to appear.
It Hughes.
is never so valuable later.
Don't let it get wet, nor
TOO I.ATi; TO CLASSIFY.
burnt by too much hot sun. Save every leaf possible.
I oii I
plant too many acres at tirst. if you think
ticket, either
ten i about right, sow five; if twenty Is your figure, WANTKD- - First-clas- s
Adto St. Louis or Indiunupoli
try ten. Start light,
How and feel your way.
A
dress M. D., Citizen office.
good patch of well set alfalfa is a perpetual joy
a
und
peienmai prom nringcr; u poor one is an aggravation
(ilrl.s'
hull ut the l.'aaino
P. l. county.
Ij. X. M. v. A. and M.
nlfc'ht.
bu.-kt-
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T. C. NEAD,
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the republican house caucus Wednesday evening for postmistress of the
house nt a salary, of $4 per day. This
appointment Is not charged to Santa
Fe county, but was made at large
and on the motion of Representative
Holt. Mrs. Armljo is the only daugh-tr- e
of the late. Col. J. Francisco Chaves, who is well remembered as a
veterun Jegislator and one of the
foremost citizens of New Alexlco for
a half century and who came to an
untimely end November 26, 1905, by
having been assassinated
at J'lnos
Wells, Torrance county.

ca.-u.-
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st Line of

Mrs. Lola C. de Armljo was named

The New Mexican says: Hon. T. H.
Catron has withdrawn
his contest
against Councilman K. A. Atlera, who
now represents the council
district
composed of the counties of Santa Fe
and Sandoval In the assembly. Air.
was
Catron's letter of withdrawal
written yesterday afternoon and sent
to the council.
In this the New
Mexican Is free to admit that Mr.
Catron ncted wisely. He was beaten
on November Cth last for the position for wi.'ch he was u candidate
and has now come to the conclusion
that "there Is no use In crying over
spilled milk." This was the only con
test case in the council and its dismissal means that there will be no
work for the committee on privileges
and elections. The contest case of
Esqulpulo Baca, of Sandoval county.
vs. Representative E. C. Abbott, sitting member from the tenth district,
composed of the counties of Santa Fe
and Sandoval, never was seriously
considered and never amounted
to
inythlng.
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for the
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While there wus an excess jt applications for nearly all positions in
legislative assem
the Thirty-sevent- h
bly, there was a dearth of steno- graphers and the committees from
the council and house which yesterday considered applications, reported
that competent stenographers could
find plenty to do In Santa Fe for the
next sixty days. It may be necessary
to Import a half dozen. Those already
In the city have steady employment
and few are actively Interested In securing work In the assembly.
Among the many bills which will
be submitted to the Thirty-sevent- h
legislative assembly, now in session,
Is one which, it is reported, will be
prepared by the territorial irrigation
engineer, David AI. White, for enactment into a new Irrigation law. Air.
White, it is understood, .will model
his proposed legislation
ufler the
laws of several western states which
have proven effective In the past.

M idling
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WILLIAM McINTOSH, President

In the corridors of the cupltol, it is
said that a territorial official or two
have taken It upon themselves to wire
to members of congress protesting
against the passage of the resolution
introduced by Delegate Andrews to
authorize the present legislative assembly of New Mexico to appropriate
the sum of $15,000 for the payment
of necessary employes. It is said that
these officials have asked prominent
democrats also to protest by wire
against the passage of the measure
and that this combination Is very
hard at work now In this direction.
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are to be believed, considerable of the
executive and appointive power now
claimed by the governor, is to be
done away with by new legislation.
There seems to be a general sentiment among the members of both
houses that the power now vested In
the executive. Is too autocratic and
not In conformity with the principles
of the constitution.
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J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

Consolidated Liquor Company
Sncceaiora to

All Goods Are New And
Stylish. .
frloutCut for ? of Thlm Month

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wo

Boy's fine overcoats. . .$ 2.75
$11.50
J25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's Ruits, good as
$12.50
made
$14 business suits for . . .$ 8.75
Elegant Jidles fur for . . $ 4.75

kaap ovorytblnff In stock to outfit tbo
moat fastidious bar com plot o

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhweet for Joe. .
8chiltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiikiee toe numeroue to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell the straight article aa received by us from tbe beat Tvimerlei,
DlBtilieriee and Breweries In tbe United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Prtee List,
issued to dealers only.

AH ARAM

SI6 W

A GIOMI.

IN

J6

E. M

Cbu. Mellnl, gocretary
Treinrer.

O. Bachecht,

Railroad Art.
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A. D. Johnson

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,
GENERAL

Cheap.

CONTRACTOR

Economical.

NKAR GOLD AND fCVENTH
AUTO. PMONK NO, 308

The Albuquerque

EAT MORE

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Rhone Red 98

r

(Eighty-fiv- e

Year the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today lo be the best la the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
of the most nutritious
of
foods
good, wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
In health. Ditto In money saving, because bread is cheaper than meats
and
just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other Hour products, always order "lu rrKit ciii:am,"

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In mualo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay.
ment plan,
118 South Second street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

J. F. PALMER

PIONEER BAKERY,
riRBT irnrtr.

mouTM

to

( i iu:i
a
i
ii days.
l'AZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed
to i'U!-- nny c:tne of Itching, HllnJ,
lileeding or l'mtU'linn Piles In 6 to
14 iiuy
or money refunded. DOr.

rii.i:s

I

CO. mrrmt

o
luw lo Cure ciilIhluiiiK.

"To enjoy freedom from Chilblains," writes John Kemp. East Otis-HelMe., "I apply Hucklen'a Arnica
Salve.
Have also used It for salt
rheum with excellent results." Guaranteed to eure fever sores, indolent
ulcers, lilies, burns, wounds, frost
bites and
diseases. 2Su at all
drug stoics.
d,

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both Phonee.

0a0ooooeoo o
The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

o o
Finest Whiskies

i.

Wines, Brandies. Etc. 6
B

sZmplz and

1

120 West Railroad Avenue club room
IOlHiOoiOeOiaiOitiOiilo 0OiiQaiaa1

VlUBAY, JAN V All V

ALBUQUERQUE

H

ALBUQUERQUE NEGRO
HAS VERYHANY JOBS

Santa Fe coast lines, died of Hrlght's
disease at Ms home, 305 North Edith
street, at
o'clock this morning. He
leaves a widow and two children. The
funeral will be held tomorrow morning from Strong's chapel, with burial
at Falrvlew cemtery. Mr. Johsnn's
parents are here from Iake Valley,
N. M to attend the funeral.
Mr.
Jobson was a member of the Hroth-erhoo- d
Hallway
Trainmen.
of

"But glo me real sterling wit,
,
And I'm content."
It. W. Hnddon.
Toastmaster
Burns," Judge H. p.
"Robert
Adams.
HOLD
"Scotsmen of America," Dr. W. G.
Tight; reply, P. McCallum.
of the t'nltnri
"The President
States," Hon. George S. Klck; reHarry Brown Yanks Board ply, II. B. Fergusson.
"The Army and Navy," Hon. u. v.
Out of Floor and Crawls ! D. nryan; reply. Col. E. W. loron.
"The Press," Dr. George T Gould;
reply, J. N. Coffin.
to Liberty.
"The Great Southwest Her Golden
Future," Georgo W. Stubbs.
"The ladles," Hon. Thomas X.
HE WRENCHES A yBAR FIRST

WAS

BY COUNTY

EMPLOYED

Shining Shoes,

Picking Pockets.

Janitor and Shoveler Ills
Occupations.
When It comes to getting Jobs, Albuquerque has a negro who has the
world beaten In point of securing
Ihem In the shortest possible space of
propolime. He has the
pull,
sition by the tail on a down-hi- ll
according to county and city records
and his own statements.
The negro
Is known to certain "colored" rounders, the city police and the county
authorities as "Puss" Mitchell, but he
Insists his name is Abe Mitchell.
For picking a man's pocket on cirrus day last fall. Mitchell secured a
county Job from Judge Abbott, which
lasted sixty clays. His employment
was to lay in Jail and work wn the
county roads under the direction of
a Jailor or deputy sheriff.
This was
the longest Job Mitchell ever had In
his life, the police declared. Since
his county stunt ended, Mitchell has
had other Jobs, he told Judge Crawford, In police court this morning,
when he was arraigned on a vngrancy
charge.
He worked one whole hour
for one man as a building Janitor
and shlned shoes five days at a boot
blacking stand.
IKin't Want Him Idle.
Chief McMIllin don't like to s.e
Mitchell Idle. He believes the negro
should have some ostensible means
of getting his clothes and three per
So when
diem.
he encountered
"Puss" several times since his release from Jail the chief would Invariably inquire If he had Becured
a Job. The negro would always reAlways
ply, "Yes, sah; I'se workin'."
it was a new Job he had Just landed.
Once ho told Chief McMIllin he had a
Job at the Harvey house, and the
chief, being interested in how Mitchell
was getting along, made Inquiry. Ho
discovered that "Puss" was lying.
Martin TIerney needed a "heavy"
to handle a shovel on the street this
morning, so Judge Crawft d gave
Mitchell a ten days' Job on cty work.
"You must get a Job or get out of
town," said the magistrate.
"We
don't want you here Idle, and so long
you
you
as
will be picked
have no Job
up by the police for vagrancy.
You
may get steady employment from the
city If you don't find something else
to do."
Job-getti-

DlRECTCUtY

tHANNKL Tl XNKIi
London, Jan. 25. At a meeting of
the imperial defence committee In
the Army and navy club today Lord
Wolsely presided.
The proceedings
were conducted In private but it has
been announced that the committee
would opose the proposed channel
tunnel bill In all Its stages. Leading
British naval and military experts
condemn tfce project as opening the
possibility of continental
invasion.
On the other hand all the great railroads In England and France, backed
by the Hothschllds, are prepared to
make enormous Investments of capital for carrying out the project. The
trouble therefore will arise between
capitalists and strategists and there
Is great apprehension that the latter
will create sufficient public apprehension to endanger parliamentary
approval of the scheme. It is not
likely, however, that any mention
will be made of the project In the
house of commons until after the
Kaster recess.

II si I CM ;HT I'ltOM TIIK
;ur..vr

lakix

Washington. Jan. 25. According to
the latest report of the national bureau of fisheries the season on the
Great Lakes which ended November
lFith, has been very successful. The
principal yield was trout, white fish
and herring. The value of suckers
taken amounted to $121,576. Sturgeons were taken to the value of
!3J,394, yellow perch amounted to
$139,67(1,
pike perch, or wall eyed
pike, to $407,367,
Merman carp to
I71.2S5. and turtles to $2,372.

CANVASSERS

GETTING

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ALONG

T
IN PETITIONER CASE
1KJK ABBOTT HAS MA1TEU U..
imil ADVISKMKNT AT THIS

TIMK.
Argument
was concluded
this
morning in the. matter of W. H.
Strong, who seeks to intervene as a
petitioner In the Washington mine
case, decided some time ago in favor
of the plaintiff, Henry Lockhart. Attorney Nelll li. Field appeared again
for Mr. Strong while Attorney
spoke for Mr. Lockhart. Judge
Abbott has taken the matter under
advisement.
The liank of Commerce
against
Thomas Brown is the title of a suit
recently filed In the district court by
W. B. Chllders us attorney for the
bank, for a sum of money ulleged to
be due the plaintiff.
Josefa Sandoval, by her attorney,
O. N. Marron, has brought action
against M. Y. Ciomez.
Mary H. Morrison has besuu divorce proceedings ugainst her husband, Leon A. Morrison, with R. W.
I. lirayn as her attorney.
Fer-guss-

MORTUARY

Impersonated Hotel Porter
and Ran Away With Traveler's Crip.

The following quotations were received by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Harnett Bulld-In-

I'T
DEAL MAKE

May cotton

.

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda . .
Baltimore and Ohio

JUST A REMINDER
YOUR

H.

H. T

280
116
76 V4
181
51
16 94
188
39
138
87
22
71
128
8794
45
152
134

."

Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Chicago & X. W
Erie com
Louisville & Nashville
Missouri Pac
Mexican Central
National Lead
N-

-

Y. C

Norfolk
Ontario and Western
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Heading com
Hock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
Union Pacific
IT. S. S. com
V. 8. S. pfd
Greene Con
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Hange
North Butte
Hutte Coal
Shannon
Total sales 643,900.
Money, 2 per cent.

127
26
93
146
'.

94

S

174
46
106
31

180
92

J) 3
37
'&

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. Jan. 25. Cattle receipts,
2.00, market steady. Peeves $4,105
6.90; cows and heifers $ 1.60 U 5.30;
stockers and feeders $2.50 fill 4.80;
Tcxans $3.75 4.60 ; calves $6.00
;

38;

j.

.
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COLLEGE

NEW LIBRARY

CLOCK

PLACED ON BURLING
IT

YOU MAD

VltUIVKD

W EI

OF
BIRTHDAY PROMISES

COMMEMORATION
NOTABLE

X KS

DAY

AM)

TIME

T

IT

P TOMORROW.

The clock for the new llltrury
building, which arrived here Wednesday, is today being placed on the new
library hullding by F. W. Spencer,
the architect, und T. Y. Maynard, a
time expert. The clock was made at
Boston, Mass.
It was shipped from
the "Hub" directly to Albuquerque.
It Is a gift to the city from Joshua S.
ItavnolilH, the banker.
Mr. Spencer Is superintending
the
placement of a platform for the time
piece while Mr. Maynard will put It
in working order.
The new clock,
which Is a handsome affair, will probably ne In place tomorrow.

0

At the banquet given last night by
the Brotherhood of St. Paul In the
parlors of the Lead Avenue Methodist
church. Prof. C. K. Hodgln of the
I'nlversity of New Mexico read on Interesting paper on the subject of
"Juvenile Courts."
The affair was
well attended and Prof. Hodgin's paper was listened to by an appreciative audience.

0

The Cactus club entertained
with
a banquet last night at the American Lumber company's band rooms
on Gold avenue.
John It. Johnson
wos toastmaster, and the following
toasts were responded to: "The American Lumber Co.," John A. Coffin;
"The Band," It. W. Reynolds; "The
Cactus Club," B. A. Baker, lmproptu
remarks were made by T. J. Sawyer,
O. C. Cowles and It. W. Lyon.
The
American Lumber company band was
present and rendered a superb con
cert. The Cactus club Is composed of
members of the company's fire

An offering far above tohat
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
W
t I I I l.i
a
or satin nnisn; morougniy wen
u ...
made, with cross supports and
1 I
K'-Jimheavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most deckled bargain
-you have ever seen.
I! I
In placing our order before
'
'
tue late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full site or three-quartsize at
TWENTY-FIVDOLLARS worth TIIIRTY-EIVDOLLARS.
'

Mil r,

LLU

1

er

E

E

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and

Designs.

ALBERT PAGER'S
308-- 3 1 0

The second dance of the Cotillion
club was given ot the Elks' lodge
room last night. There were about
twenty-fiv- e
couples present besides a
number of spectators. Mr. Sam
ably assisted by Mrs. M. O.
Chadbourne, led in the figures. The
d
favors were made of
ribbons and they were. many and Interesting, the crowning figure of the
evening being the May Pole dance,
which was danced by four couples,
each at two May Poles decorated
with pink and white ribbons.
A novel feature of th- - evening was
the favors presented 10 the club by
Mrs. J. A. Barnard.
These consisted
of silk flags emblematic of the various nations for the gentlemen and
silk Chinese fans for the ladles.
Punch was served during the evening
and a light buffet luncheon was served after the dance.
A number of new nnd beautiful
gowns were worn by the ladies present. The music was furnished by the
W. O. W. orchestra.
Iic-kar-

n

.

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

Building

d.

REPORT OF, THE CONDITION

KING RICHARD. THE

II

1 1

OF

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Keal Estate
ash
Due from other Banks

it l.

Patrons of the highest class of theatrical performances people who demand absolutely the best will be
pleased to know that America's leading tragedian, John
Griffith, will
shortly appear In this city In a ma-

117.40.2S
367,606. S3
11.508,963.79

LIABILITIES

jestic revival of Shakcspeure's
Immortal tragedy "King Hichard the
Third," aided by a superior company
and complete scenic equipment.
AM)

$1,005,430.28
S, 038. 16
13,421.97

,

Capital l'uld Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

ClllltOl'O-1IST- .

at her parlors. No.
West Railroad uvenue. Is
to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves tho complexion,, and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes molei,
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile. cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetablo
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.

.$ 150,000.00
69,044.11
1.299,919.68

'.

$1,508,963.79

Mrs. Bambini,

20!)

pr3-par-

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER, .
V. P. A CaaU.
Subscripted and aworn to before me this 8th day of
Janunry, A. D. 1907.
R. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public.
( 'orrect-Attes-

t:

SOLOMON LUNA,
J. C. BALDRIDGE,

)

t

Directors.

)

W. J. JOHNSON,

Please Remember
That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
Provisions is always complete and our prices are right
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
or telepltone your order to the
CHAMPION

GROCERY AND MEAT

(122-t12-

4

W'.'rijcruM

MARKET

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. Give us a
trial order.
,

LOMMOUI

fc

ilATTEUCCI

Where to Dine Well

Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone

Tha

makes

the

duties lighter, tha cares
and the worries fewer.

less,

The telephone praeervee yens
health, prolongs your life
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

HOMI

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

jO

Santa Fe Restaurant

Crockery
Souvenir
or
vie

Open Day and Night.

wm

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

...

ler Siv y Hfitul
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
I

WILL BE AT BANQUET

A Value of Values

11

HAIK IMIESSEIt

I

HERMAN

meeting of the Woman Christ-Ia- n
Temperance V Ion was held this
afternoon at the home of Mrs. David
Stewart. 307 Fast Coal avenue. Important business was under consideration.
A

Gris-wol-

EXPE4T TO HAVE

If you were eight miles irom Albu
querque in an uutomobile and the
machine broke down and you walked
the eight miles to get your own team
to pull the cranky thing home, and
if when you arrived with the team the
horses were to take fright and run
all the way back, leaving you and
your party of friends to wulk the
distance: say, wouldn't that ma IS1
you mad?
That's what happened to Ike Cox
of the Standard Heating and Plumbing company, and Mr. Cox's purty out
at Jones' road house on Oie mesa,
eight miles east of Albuquerque, yesterday.
In the party were
Mike
Nash of the Nash Klectrlcal company
and Superintendent Butler of the Albuquerque. Gas nnd Electric company.
They were "honk-honkinin
the big touring car. When they
reached the road house the machine
got fractious.
budge.
It wouldn't
Then, according to report, the occupants of the horseless carriage "honk
honked," did you say under their
breadth? No, not quite.
They tried everything to coax the
auto to move but there was nothing
doing.
As a last resort Mr. Cox and
a companion volunteered to walk the
eight weary mesa miles back to Al
buquerque. They returned with the
ox team, nui mey were not to get
olt so easily (?) The horses would
work to any kind of a horse vehicle
alright but when they saw the cause
of their passing in a stranded predicament that was a different proposition. Here was a chance to ruh
They refused to favor their
it in.
rivul und with their tails high in the
air, they rut) for home and the stable.
The party rode Shank's mare home,
a'honklng to each other over their 111
luck. Today their friends,
rumor
says, are smoking fragrant Havanas.

DAYS

col-le-

THIS

1

Kansas iity Uvr KUm-L- .
Kansas City, Jan. 25. Cattle re
ceipts 2.000, market steady. Native
"ns i.uuio.du; souinern t leers
$3.50! 5.23; southern cows $2.25
3.75; native cows und heifers $2.25)
4.1)0: stockers and
feeders $3.00(&
4.75; western fed steers $3.75 5.75;
western fed cows $2.50$ii 4.25; bulls
$2.754.25; calves $3.257.50.
Sheep receipts 3000, market steady.
Muttons $4.75 't 5.75; lambs $7.00
7.50; range wethers $ r,.0' fj. 6 it; fed
ewes $4.00 J 5.23.

OF

If you want to live over your
days, you should see Paul Gil- more in his new play, "At Yale," the
best of all college plays. There you
will see the boys In Vanderbilt hall,
at all their tricks and ploy. There
you will hear a real college Glee club
sing nil the old college songs nnd the
ones as well. There you
will see an actual boat raco between
a Yale und a Harvard crew the
greatest mechanical device ever
showing the exciting finish
of the race, anil there is the beautid
ful scene in front of the famous
hotel at Kastern Point near
New London, Conn., on the night after the race, showing all the boys
and their friends celebrating the victory. Here Monday, January L'v

131

147
4 314
103 V4

This Exquisite Brass Becl

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS

multi-colore-

STUltY OF A I HACTIOIS AlTtl
AMI A MKSA III Ivl : HACK
$9.52
HOMi:.

11394

RELATIVES

City Marshal McMIllin thinks seriously of appropriating a part of his
monthly salary to the pay of a secretary, the latter to devote a large
part of his time to answering inquirmissing relatives
ies about
and
friends. Here Is the latest:
"Dear Sir My object In writing
you Is, that I may learn something of
Mr. Ueorge S. Tweedy's whereabouts.
"Mr. Tweedy is my uncle and has
been on a ranch near Santa Fe for
some time. Not having heard from
him for some time, I became alarmed
about him and take this means of Investigation. Could you tell me the
name of the people with whom Mr.
Tweedy has been that I may write
them concerning Uncle?
"Any Information you may be able
to give me, will be greatly appreciated
by.
Yours truly,
"MAHY L. CAHSnx -

g:

New York Stocks.

MISSING

FOR

Directions for escaping from the
Albuquerque city Jail: Select a well
rotted plank In the floor, take a firm
grasp of the subject and give a quick
Jerk upward. The plank will come
with the Jerk. Next crawl through
the opening made by the displaced
plank under twenty-fiv- e
feet of floor,
which is high enough from the
ground to make the passage as easy
as a summer excursion, and you have
your liberty.
Other directions: Select most any
old bar In the windows they are all
old, give It a slight wrench or two
which will dislodge same. Then make
your exit through the opening.
There are other ways to get out
of the Jail besides paying your fine
aside from these but the above prescriptions applied by Henry Brown,
a negro, charged with petty larceny,
gained him his freedom from the city
Jail last night.
Kxcltlng Chase In Alley.
Hrown wos arrested In an alley after an exciting chase last night by
Patrolman Hlghbargaln. He Is a grip
thief. Last night he represented himself as a porter from the Savoy hotel
and secured a grip from a man offer
which he hiked for the high and
The patrolman
saw him
making his exit from the alley which
Intersects Gold avenue between First
and Second streets and collared the
negro, who was being chased by two
men. He had dropped the grip in the
alley and It was recovered. The negro was locked up.
"Its very annoying to have n Jail
you can't keep the prisoners in," said
Chief McMIllin this morning.
"Of
course, the man who escaped only
had a petty larceny charge against
him but It would have been all the
same had the offense been more serious. If you can't keep the petty offenders locked up, how are you going
to hold the other class of offenders?
A clever crook could go through the
Jail like water through a seive."
Hrown hail evidently attempted to
make his escape through a Jail window by twisting a bar out of the
window sash. The lloor, however, offered better possibilities and
he devoted his attention to It with
quicker results.. He removed a board
and then wiggled undernenth - the
floor into the starlight.
SAY

Mis Mario Heard.
The funeral of Miss Marie Heard, K.00.
Sheep receipts 7,000, market steady
who died last night at St. Joseph's
hospital, will be held tomorrow morn- to strong. Sheep $ 3.60 'it 5.7T, lambs
$4.7", Hi 7. SO.
ing from the church of the Immaculate Conception, Father Mandalari ofProduce Market.
ficiating. The pall bearers will be
Chicago,
Jan. 25. Closing quotaMessrs. Heaven. Ford.
Hoiner and tions:
l'u rtrldge.
Wheat May 79; July 7894.
Miss Heard father. llurrt-l-l Heard,
Corn May 45 ((94; July 45.
ami her sisters. Mrs. Duffy, City of
11.118
May
July
Mexico, and Mrs. H. J. Heard, of
Pork May $16.65; July $16.80.
Albuquerque were at the bedside
Lard May $9.60062; July $9.65
when the young woman died.
nibs May
Julv
$9.27i30:
1917'i.
('iH'm.
Howard
At h o'clock this morning How ard
Money Market.
H. Chess died at his abode in the
New York, Jan. 25. Prime merHighlands of complications. The fun- cantile
paper 694 6; silver tJK'io;
eral will he held tomorrow afternoon money on
al steady, 3 lie 4 per cent
at 2:30 o'clock from Holders' parlors.
The body will be buried
at
Metal Market.
Falrvlew cemtery.
New York, Jan. 25. Lead steady,
Mr. Chess came here from Indiana $6.00(i 6 2 r, ;
copper firm,
$2 4'i'if
two years ago. He was 37 years old. 25.5ft.
J. W. Chess, his father came here
Sjk-Ifrom Indiana a few days ago. culled
Market.
St. Louis. Jan. 2.V Spelter steadv,
to Albuquerque by messages
announcing the seriousness of his sou. $6.50.
He was with his son at the time of
bis death.
RANCH EGGS.
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
J.
phone Black 102." J. T. Harger, 12th
I. JobMHi.
,
J. V.
brukvmau
the street and Mountain road.
Jol-son-

He
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The canvassers, in the employ of
The Citizen Publishing company, securing names for the approaching
new city directory, are getting along
nfcelv, and. barring a.few short
ed people who stand In their own
light by not giving correct information and are discourteous, they are
having no trouble whatever. As soon
as the four city wards and old town
are canvassed, other features of the
book, such as write-up- s
of the
churches, schools, societies, etc., and
advertisements, will be prepared, and
the directory should be ready for all
subscribers by April 1st. It will be
illustrated with new views of Albuquerque. There is no doubt but thnt
the merchants will become liberal advertisers; every business in the city
should have a card 'of some kind in
the new directory, and each and every
advertiser will be entitled to a book
and his name in black face type without extra charge.

Jl
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KKMAINS
IN MKXICO
Washington,
Jan, 25. Leopold
Hat res, who has been making excavations, for archaeological purposes. In
Mexico announces that on one of the

small artificial hills to the southeast
of the Pyramid of the Sun he has
made some Interesting discoveries In
the spot known as the Street of the
Dead. Here he found a number of
rooms which are apparently part of
an ancient temple, below which there
was a large apartment, access to
which was gained by a massive
stlarway. He also found the skeleton
of a man supposed to be one of the
ancient Toltec kinds for close to the
skeleton there was the skeleton of a
tiger, both being painted In red, the
royal color. In addition to these
were found a quantity of sea shells,
obsidian beads. Jade and obsidian
idols, knives, snakes
and polished
stone, and masks representing heroes
who lived three thousand years ago.
The finds are arousing great interest
in nrchaeloglcal circles.

-

city jail wont

He Simply Cannot Slay Away
From Some Kind of
PREHISTORIC

Employment.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Ji n

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

$AWS&

Borradaile
117 W.

& Co,

Cold Ave.

IllRNSS'
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REMOVAL

OCCASION'.

Governor Herbert J. Hugerman Is'
expected to arrive here this evening
on Santa Fe train No. 1, to attend the
first annual "Bobble" Burns banquet
given this evening at the Elks' lodge
rooms by the Society of St. Andrew,
in commemoration of the 147th birthday anniversary of the poet.
Governor Hagerinau was in doubt ut first
whether he could arrange his plans
so that he would be permitted to attend the banquet. He has telegraphed his acceptance of the Invitation
and will positively be In attendance
unless the train Is so far behind time
as to interfere with his Intentions.
Indications point to a large attendance at the banquet. Covers will bo
laid for 150 guctds.
Preparations
for the banquet have been carefully
made and the committee in charge of
arrangements has left nothing undone
to carry out their Ideas of a feast for
the mind and body.
EllU' orchestra of twelve, pieces will
furnish appropriate music fur the occasion und at the closo of the banquet
the guests will sing "Auld Lung
Syne."
Here is a list t the toasts und their
responses:

. .

French Bakery

Doctor McCormick

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drag
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay: yea
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to J o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK, U. a
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

I Albuquerque,

Have Your Hand

PArNT Covers more, loo., beat, wears tha
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always la stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, SaBh, Doors, inc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MtX.

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

New Mexico

Mme. Le Normand

J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

Read by

Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
'IV Is the past present and future.
ltcunllt'S separated, telle how
to K.nn the love of the one you desire, though miles uway; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits:
locates mineral,
lti:.lINU, 23 AND 5) C'KNTS AND VP.
JtOOM
GRAND ITNTHAL HOTEL,
I

ii

1

r'

ALBUQUERQUE

rkc.r.

th United Stales, n school, whoso have food and labor and health, and
grnduntes easily find positions, an happiness for all. The time has come
who are sought In larger number. for you to do what In a small meas-- .
than It can supply.
ure has been done by such cities as
We are maintaining a faculty of New York. Chicago, Milwaukee, viz.:
live Instructors.
We ure educalinp to organize agricultural aid societies.
upwards of forty students. We are to begin, In reality, with lessening the
of the Ohettnes, the
providing free tuition to all. and frep congestion
board, wearing nppcarcl,
lodging crowding of consumptive hospitals,
The
laundry, text books and oilier necrs-arie- s. the emptying of sweatshops.
to all but three of them (re- time has come when your good clti-- I
ceiving from these three together but zenshlp must show Itself In your ex- -'
$500 annually.)
We are serving ertlng your utmost In leading back to
some fifty meals, three times a day. the soli those for whom city life
to the household, faculty and
to spells physical decline and moral destudents who, owing to their adole- basement.
scent slate and outdoor work, are
Mere Is a blessed work for our
Messed with good appetites. We are federations of charities. It Is not suf
maintaining a household consisting of ficient to spend millions of dollars
woa cook, laundress, dining-rooannually In remedial charily, in healman, upstairs woman, property-caretaking the sick. In caring for orphans, In
We sheltering the homeless ami helpless.
and supervising matron.
arc providing the dean of our Institu- In trying to restore the wayward and
tion and his family with their home the fallen to lives of honorable use- and hoard. We have a salaried sec i fulness.
They must make provision
retary for our otllce work, and as- for the prevention of physical and
sistants for our propaganda work. moral disease by protccllng the poor
In addition to nil these,
we must from the overstrains and degradation
meet the expenses of farm supplies, of the slum centres of the overcrowdtools and Implements, fuel for eight ed cities. They must set aside anbuildings, and the lighting of a num- nually certain sums of money with
ber of these buildings, taxes, insur-imc- w hich to buy or lease suburban forms
household furnishing and uten- and settle upon them those who, from
sils, ilntlng. postage, repairs, addiexhausted
and consumptive sweattions to plart. text bonks, olllce rents, shop tailors, might there become
vigorous tillers of the soil, from
etc.
might become
Considering all these demands on
from dependents become
us you will probably realize the strain
Independent and productive citizens,
we are under in keeping our
expenditure within the scope of our in- a credit to their country, a pride to
come, in keeping our property In their people.
good condition, and Increasing anThat this can lie none with ennually the assets of our Institution, couraging success, that this Is a pracso much that we have to the good of tical scheme and not a visionary's
the furm school a property
worth dream, let the experience gathered
$125,000 and an endowment fund of from the New York. Chicago, Mi$50,378.9", and a floating debt of but lwaukee agricultural aid societies tes-- j
$7,000 resting on our entire plant.
tify.
Hundreds of Jewish imml-- (
Of course, we could never have grants are now owners of farms and
done It had we not had the benefit successful and prosperous cultivators
of the consumption by the houseof them In the New Klgland and
hold of the stock of products raised j western states, many of whom, had
by our students.
they been left to eke out an existence
Kvery potato we raise Is consumed In the cities as sweatshoppers or pet-- j
on our table. The fame Is true of ty trnders, might today have been
our vegatablcs, and u large part of charges on the charities.
In very
our milk and butter.
the federations of Jew
The returns
from our farm could, of course, be ish charities must sooner or later
much larger If our students were adopt that course. The longer It Is
more efficient.
But, for the most put off the more dltttciilt and the
part, the lads, come to us wholly more expensive th problem will be- unacquainted with agriculture,
and come.
physically too weak for profitable
In the meantime until the fedettt- labor. During the first two years tlon moves In that direction, sometheir labor Is of little value. Their thing might be done by what has
third year's lubor Is probably worth been aptly culled "philanthropy at 5
their board. When In the last year per cent" by individuals buying or
their service becojnes really valuable, renting individual farms, equipping
they graduate and leave us to give tu them, and settling Individual families
others and themselves the benefit of upon them as tenunts, and, by easy
the training they have received at terms, giving them an opportunity
our school.
of ultimately becoming owners of
Notwithstanding
all these draw- them.
backs, the school succeeded In raising
What Is urgently needed is such
during the past year 48,076 quarts "philanthropy at 5 per cent" for our
of milk, 450 bushels of potatoes, 250 gruduates.
Nearly
of them
all
bushels of apples, 680 dozen eggs and when they graduate.
are poor.
the truck and general produce sup- If
some
phllantropic
I'hiladel- plied to the boarding department had phlan
or lialtlmoreau,
or Pitts-burga valuation of $1,966.49.
or Cincinnatian. or Atlantan.
For the maintenance of the stock or any of the other cities, would start
we planted ii acres of corn, 6 of one of our graduates as a tenant on
clover and 6 acres of peas and oats. a dairy', truck or poultry farm In tho
We hud G of hay raised on our own suburbs of his respective city, the
farm and harvested over 100 acres trade which they would readily comwhich we bought at auction.
We mand would amply enable them to
have sowed 31 acres of crimson clover pay the rent and lay sufficiently aside
to give forage crop for our cattle, eventually to become owners of their
and green crops for ploughing In.
enfarm, and they would, besides,
This. then. Is our answer to the courage others into following this
second question What We Are Do- noble trade.
ing.
My task Is done. I have endeavored
And now to the no less Important to tell you what we have done In
question Whut We Expect you to nine years, what we are doing today,
do.
and what we expect you to do. By
You have given us considerable nJl of us resolving today, persevering-l- y
support in the past, without which we
to work for that larger purpose in
could not have accomplished any- which the national farm school Is
thing. Will you stop there? Is It but a small part, we shall achieve
to be the mission of the farm school ends for which untold generations to
to educate a handful of boys annual- come will speak of us with veneration
ly, when scores of boys must be turn- on their lips, with blessings in their
ed away by us because we have not hearts.
the means and room to educate and
keep them, when thousands of boys
The Grip.
"Before we can sympathize with
all over the country ought to be givwe
en the kind of training for which the others,
must have suffered ourfarm school stands? Is it to be the selves. No one can realize the sufsole object of the national farm fering attendant upon an attack of
school to furnish annually a few good the grip, unless he has had the actual
working hands to a few farms? If experience. There Is probably no disthat be the object, then have we fail- ease that causes so much physical and
ed, then has all our time and labor mental agony, or which so successfully defies medical aid. All danger
and money been wasted.
Is the knowledge acquired by our from the grip, however, may be avoidgraduates never to be made to serve ed by the prompt use of Chamberthe reul purpose for which the na- lain's Cough Kemedy.
Among the
tional farm school was organized, tens of thousands who have used this
that of providing leaders for colonies remedy, not one case has ever been
to be organized in our congested cities reported that has resulted In pneuand scattered over our broad acres monia or that has not recovered. For
that are clamoring for them, and that sale by all drugglr'
In
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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SCHOOL FOR

JEWS

THE

Situated Near

Doylestown.
Penn.. Recently Held Its
Ninth Anniversary.

VAA.S

KRAUSKOPF TELLS OF THE

)

For Life Work.

bread-begga-

IVrhnps for our own satisfaction n
In justice to you. whose money
'
have administered, it may be well
to cast our ej over the past, pres-eand future ami pee
I
What we have done,
II What we are doing,
111
What we expect you to do
As to What We Have Done: We
bcjrau our agitation for the establishment of a national farm school
eleven years ago, with not a cent
of money In our treasury, with not
an Inch of soil, with but little faith
on the part of the public In the success of our enterprise, and with no
end of opnpsitton and prophecies of
Ignominious failure.
Nevertheless, convinced of the need
of an institution like this, recognizing In it one of the solutions of our
vexing immigration problems, foreseeing the coming of the day when
the congested (Jhettoes and debasing
sweatshops would tax to the utmost
our hospitals and orphanages, our
shelters and our corrective institutes,
we preserved In our agitation, wining more and more support, until we
were able, ten years ago, to buy this
tract of 125 acres, In one of the best
Hgricultural districts of Pennsylvania,
at a cost of 110,000. and to erect and
equip, a year after, our mujn building, at a cost of $12,000. and to
oien the school the same year with
ight students.
Since Jhen we have progressed
Kteadlily, yeur
by year.
The one
farm has grown to three, the 125
acres have grown to 200 acres, the
three buildings to fourteen buildings,
the one horse and one cow to
horses, it cows, 13 heifers. 5 calves,
2 bulls, 4 mules, 1 coll, 12 sheep, 11
lambs. 15 pigs, 3564 chickens. The
few handtools to a magnificent assortment of implements and tools,
worth several thousands of dollars,
the few books, to a library of some
200 volumes. Our entire plant, conservatively estimated, represents today a value of $175,000, Including
our endowment fund of $50,378.97.
The score or two of supporters of nine
years ago have grown to a membership of one thousand annual subscribers outside the city of Philadelphia, the latter city contributing,
through Its Federation of Jewish
Charities, the sum of $6,400 annually, and the legislature of the state
of Pennsylvania having contributed
the sum of $6,000 annually for tho
last two years.
About one hundred students have
our institution since the
attended
opening of the school. A portion of
them took the full four years' course,
and pursuing with credit to themselves and their alma mater, their
chosen calling in various parts of th- country, some In the agricultural department of the United States, one
as manager of a Jewish colony In
Wisconsin, one as foreman of the
agricultural department of the New
Jersey training school; one In the
agricultural department of the University of California ; one in the agricultural department of Cornell university; one as assistant agriculturist
In our own school; some as managers of agricultural estates, some as
duirymen, horlculturlsts,
trucklsts,
poultry men, landscape gardeners,
and the like.
Of the others, who did not complete the course, some are operating
farms of their parents or relatives,
and some have entered other trades
and professions, making all the better eucces of their careers for the
splendid physical, moral and mental
training received at this school. Even
those who took advantage of us, who
professedly came here to fit themselves for an agricultural career, but
who. In reality, came to build up
Ihelr health, and who left us as soon
as the object of their coming was
Rained, are today, in point of health,
the better for the existence of our
school.
Hut no less Important was the
work we have done in carrying on a
campaign of education, In awakening
the people to a consciousness of their
duty as American citizens, In teaching them that in the pursuit of agriculture lay the glory of Israel In ancient times, and that In that pursuit,
g
or
and not in
lies the possibility of the
rejuvenescence of our people and of
their restoration to their former vocation as prophets and teachers und
lawgivers of mankind.
It was a gigantic work. The asti- ultural Interests were so far removed from the Interests of our people, the school located so far from
the
Ihelr immediate
environments.
Kraduates scattered so far from th?
population.
centres of Jewish
that
only those acquainted with the Inner
11
history know the work
took to
obtain the necessary support, the lecture tours that had to be made, the
masses of letters and circulars and
pamphlets that had to be issued, at
enormous costs, to obtain our present
annual support.
Considering that all this was
work of love on the part of the board
of directors, that not one of them
received tt cent of salary for hlf
labor, that all of them were very frequently obliged to contribute, beside
their time and labor and dues, greater or lesser sums of money, when the
treasury was empty, which has been
frequent occurrence considering
!t
all this, we feel that we can safely
submit our Ftewardship to your Judgment.
.So much,
then, as to Whut We
Have Done. As to What We Are Doing, we are maintaining today w hat Is
regarded, by expert authority, one o'
ilw most efficient agricultural schools
well
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School's Success In Directing Jewish Youth Into Agriculture
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Capital and surplus, $100,000
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Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounta Capital. $150,000.00.
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Sollcita

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 3.
Johnson, .ast, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrtdge, Solomon r.una, A. M. Blackirell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
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International woman financier, Ella
Itawls Header, views with resentment the arrest of her husband, A.
H. Header, on a charge of perjury
containing 16 counts, In the federal
court. She says it was all Inspired
by Wm. Nelson Cromwell "and his
friend and adviser, President Itoose-velt- ."
She does not furnish the president with a motive.
The usually feminine trait of voluminous letter writing seems to have
gotten Mrs. Header's husband Into
his present
consplclous position.
Whereas she successfully floated a
big
company.
Peruvian
mining
Header la alleged to have written a
very long letter which discredits his
participation in the deal.
The case arises out of an attempt
of Header to collect Trom J. B. Hag-gimillionaire, a commission
of
$250,000 for selling him the control
of the property. Reader sued in New
York for this commission and was
beaten. He bused it upon an alleged
oral agreement with Haggln.
The latter had paid Juan Garland,
a Peruvian, a five per cent commission, which Haggln claimed Garland
had divided with Render.
Reader
said Garland was not his partner and
that he did not get It. Documents
were offered by the defense to show
that Reader had really receipted to
Garland for his share of the commission.
Also some remarkable letters to Garland, said to be from
Reader, were put in evidence.
In one of these letters Reader exulted over his marriage to Mrs. Reader. Extracts are:
"The cleverest and most successful
business woman In New York."
"Her personal friends and backers
are the principal bankers in New
York."
"Sir Thomas Upton, John Dewar,
M. P., and u, dozen other rich and
prominent men in England have
asked her to marry them."
"Has had offers of marriage from
a German prince, an Indian prince,

is a

THK COOPLK MKUIClNi: CO.,
DAYTON. OHIO.

T.

fientleinen: "I have been luij up with rheumatism
for over four years, during all this time I was unable to
work and suffered untold agonies from the excruciating
pain. I used all the rheumatism remedies I could hear of
and wat treated by several physicians without relief, until
finally the doctors advised tne to try a change of climate.
I heard of many people w ho were cured by ('ooper't medicines and purchased several bottle of the New Discovery
and Quick Relief. I was ama.ed at the results. In ten
dayi alter I began their use, the pain and swelling had disappeared and I wat able to work and walk w ithout suffering. I am thankful that
medicine hat been discovered
that will curs the dreaded rheumatism."
Wis.
C. JONES.

n,

orricnm and ommcroitm

the Straits Settlement from the sul
tan of Pahore, etc."
"She has successfully lobbied the
house of commons, was the best
dressed woman at several London
receptions
last year, and has a
scheme in her head for the amalgamation of all the underground railways in London and Paris."
"She says she Is going to make
me a millionaire and the prime minister of England, and, by God, Juan,
I believe she can almost do It."
"Eventually she proposes to get me
Into the English parliament Juan;
arterwards, a title."
"Ella Is tall, fair, of trim and
graceful figure, sparking eyes, soft
voice, rides well to hounds, dead shot
with revolver and rifle, dresses with
perfect taste, popular with women as
well as with men, great Judgment,
tact, courage and Independence, fond
of men as men and not as lovers."
"In truth, the only weakness Ella
has is her madness for It Is madness, nothing less for me."
In this letter Garland is asked to
support the alleged claim upon Haggln, and Includes a "touch" for
some $1,500 upon Garland.

ALBUQUERQUE, MEW MEXICO

CAPITAL

O. N. MARKOX,

HERNDON.

President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J, B.
Cashier; ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

1906.

Wholesale Grocers

Thomas F. Clay, Sun Miguel, Increased to $12 per month, from December 27, 1906.
Caslmlro .Maes, Tlerra Amarillu, Increased to $12 per month, from January 11, 1906.
Maria C. M. de Herrera of Valdez,
pension for herself at $8 and two
children ut $2. each per month, from
Februury 11, 1903.
Caleb Page. Fort Hayard, $3U per
month, from December 11, 1906.
Elizabeth T. Guyer. of Santo. Fe,
from August 2, 19U5, $S per month.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

News.

Charles Mann appointed postmus-te- r
at (Mil Albuquerque.
Manuellta Mink appointed postmistress at Anton Chico.
Anna G. Kngle appointed postmistress at Paquate.

UUJ "naJAHUB.- -

HAVE A MKDICINK

That w ill neutralize the acids which cause rheumatism and expel them from the system. A medi-

cine that filUthe veins with pure blood by putting
the stomach in perfect working order. I'ure blood
and rheumatism arc never found in the same system.
Coofier 's eu Discovery costs SI 00 per bottle, six far S5JM), Cooper 's Quick
Relief, the assistant remedy costs SO cents per bottle, li e are selling thtsj
remedies very rapidly and they are giving the greatest satisfaction.

THEJ. H. O'REILLY COMPANY
Corner Second Si. and Railroad Ave.

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

Sur-Kvou- s.

mi

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

c
V

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple
Groceries

la the Southwest

T

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AYENUE.

ALBUQUERQUB, X. at.

New Mexico.

respectfully.

"V. WAHNElt, Commissioner."

IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE

oturic-Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager-tna- n

as to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
Ktralght to this office. Our yard is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.

)

WIS

20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all leglUmate branches of Banking
Business.

J. Ilamsby, Ellda, pension
per month, from December 26,

"Very

r

a

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

Allen

The following letter addressed by
the commissioner of pensions to Delegate Andrews explains Itself:
"Washington, Jan. 17, 1907.
"Hon. W. H. Andrews, House of Hep- resentatlves.
"My Dear Mr. Andrews I have
the honor to advise vou that In ac
cordance Willi vulll' iHr'.immniliitlun
of the ir.th instant, received in this
bureau on the 16th instant. Dr. Frank
E. Mera, has this day been commissioned as a member of the board of
examining surgeons ut Santa
Fe,

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

STATE NATIONAL BANK

11. 1906.

Member of Hoard of Kvaiiiliilng

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Saata Fe Railway Compaay

Pensions Granted.
The following pensions have been
granted:
Itert It. Thacker,
San Antonio,
Texas, increased to $24 per month,
from November 14, 1906.
Thomas Ueyer, Fort Bayard, pension of $17 per month, from October

Pimtofflcv

President
vice President

U. B. DKfOaiTORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits..

OFFICIAL MATTERS

$S

MEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLODRNOY
PRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

I

Sample of W hat is Being Accomplished
by Gwpcr's New Discovery and Quick
Relief, the Medicines That Are Attracting
Such Wide Spread Attention.

1

ALBUQUERQUE,

i

After Suffering for Four Years.

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

cop-d- er

D

CURED IN TEN DAYS
Here

und Senator Clark, the richest

SAYS l'KMAI.K FIXANC'IKK
man' In Montana bankers,
brokers and millionaires
In
Wall
TO MAKUY
Silt TOM street."
MITOX, SKNATOU C'LAHK AND
"Ella knows everything and everyVAHIOIS l.OUD.H AXI PICIXCFIS body."
"She knows every judge In New
lIKU CiltKAT SCIIf'.MKS,
York, has command of the press In
New York In London."
New York.
"She hus a concession of land In
25.
Jan.
America's

John M. Velasque of Coyote, IUo
Arriba county; Charles L. lilnhop of
Santa Fe, Santa Fe county.
Charge

Agulnst tho Sheriff of Tor
County.
Charges of malfeasance and misfeasance in office and official misconduct have been brought against Sheriff Manuel C. Sanchez of Torrance
county by Captain Fred Fornoft of
the mounted police. The charges
have been tiled in the district court
to come up for hearing before Judge
Edward A. Mann of the district.
I.ady PpcaKs Highly ol
CliuinlM'rluln's Cough Keiuedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kings-

A

Jumalca

ton, Jumalca, West Indies Islands,
says that she has for some years used
Chamberlain's Cough Itemedy for
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found It very beneficial, bhe
has Implicit confidence In It and would
not be without a bottle of It In her
home. Sold by all druggists.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquottm

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Matqaette

Alboquqo, New Mexico
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TO RESTORE PUB

The Room You Sleep In
should be restful to the eye os
well as to the body to prevent
that tired feeling- when you get
up. One of our llrnw llol
and IMnorw Hressrrs is a
thing of beauty and a joy for
ever, mid a Iegjrrtt & Piatt
xpriiiK
with an Ostormnor
g
com.Mattress Is a
fort.

EVENING

WTLZEIT.

PAGE SEVEN.

.GOLDIE MOHR JESTS
AT LOVE OF A KNIGHT

Vehicles

LIC LANDS TO

-

El

-- AND.

Harness

y

at Reduced

life-lon-

J. D. EMMONS

Order.

The Furniture Man
Cor. Coal & 2d. V. End Viaduct.
Auto Phone 474. Cclo. Phone, Red 177.

i
SANTA FE EX
CAR

PLAINS

-

tuime

.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

The following joint memorial, in
trodiiced ly Mr. Sargent in the conn
ell Wednesday, and which has passed
both houses, provides for the restoration to entry of large tracts of land In
San Juan county recently withdrawn
by order of the president to Secretary
of the Interior Hitchcock:
Joint Memorial No. I.
Legislative As
The Thirty-sevent- h
sembly of the Territory of Xew Mex

of Hoy Hart who
wu taken Into custody on the charge
of having forged anil cashed railroad
lie was apprehended
iuy checks.
Tuesday by .Mounted Officer W. E.
Dudley at a point near Carrlssoso.
Hart was taken to Currizo.o, where
he was arraigned before a justice of
the peace and bound over to await the
action of the grand Jury of Lincoln
How many of the alleged
county.
forged checks were passed or who the
victims are have not as yet been
learned at the olhoe of the mounted
police in Santa Ke.
low by tin-

Prices.

In San Juan County Which
Were Withdrawn by Pres-dent'- s

Corntr First Stmt end T(Jira Avenue
CCC04K)404K40CCK34K)4KOe

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,

At Consistent
Prices

ico.
To the Honorable,

NUE

the Secretary of
the Interior:
Whereas. Thousands of acres of
rich, fertile, productive agricultural
and fruit lands In the great I .a Plata
valley In San Juan county, Xew Mex
Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
ico, were withdrawn from all forms
of entry on or about August 22d, 1904.
"lK.ll RAILROAD PASSION.
and September 12th, 1904. by order of
Whips, Axle Oils
dear to my heart are the old the secretary of the interior, and for
How
In the January Issue of Us Emthe putpose of withholding the same
railroad passes,
and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
As fond recollection presents them from all forms of entry until certain
ployes' Magazine. Just RefP 'WOOD
preliminary Investigation und exam
to view;
vi,
dr
foraserff
You ought to see what a fine
reI
The passes which lifted ine over the Inations should be made by the
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KKI.KN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALHfwl.iCltyl'Ii,
X. M , AT THK JLXCTIOX OF THK MA1X LINK OK
THK SANTA KE SYSTEM LEAIUXfl KAST AND
WKST KIIOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, OALVKSTOX
AND POINTS KAST TO SAN FItANCISCo, LOS ANOK-LKAND FHOM THK EASTERN AND NOIlTHEItN
STATES TO EL TASO AND TEXAS.
1.0U0 UUSINESS AND RESIDENCE I. TS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH IUIOAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
HEAUT1FLL LAKE AND ITULIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PL'P.LH.' SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUP; A
POPULATION OF l.r.00 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
ESTA HLI.-'- H M LNTS;
MERCANTILE
THE
HELEN
PATENT rU'LLKU Mtt.L, CAPACITY- 150 BARRELS
T

DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, THIEAT, V.'IXE.
ITS
REANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MPXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE ''AN NOT RE
i
ESTIMATED.
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COME

TO BELEM. H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement

jOHN BECKER,

Ptes

WM. M. BERBER,

A Railway

Center

FAST I.IMlTi:i FXl'UIOSS, MAIL AND
TRAINS OF THE SANTA FK WILL GO
OVF.K Till: MAIN LINK THROUGH TO liF.I.KN, KAST
AMI WKST, NORTH ANI SOUTH.
AI.I.

riil ll.lll'

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THK CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MAN Y OK THEM IMPROVED UY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
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PAGE EIGHT.

Rio Grande valley for the culture of
Mr. Easterday la a brother of
J. 8. Easterday.
He came here
from Nebraska. His farm Is on the

LOCAL AND

beet.

PERSONAL

extension of North Fourth street.
Robert E. Boblnson. M. Percy
Evans, Luther Hllyard and F. M.
Oarlch, from Levery. Kan., arc In
Santa Fo, for the purpose of .filing on
homestead claims In the Kstancla
valley.
Thry will return to Kansas,
market their winter crops and expect
to return to Estancla valley in the
coming spring.
The New Mexican says:
Kev. E.
McQueen Grny, of Carlsbad, general
missionary of the Curlsbad district
of the Episcopal church, and who It
Is rumored has been railed to the
church at Albuquerque, Is In the capital, the guest of Governor Hagermnn.
He will preach at the Church of the
Hly Faith at the 11 o'clock services
next Sunday.
Itev. Samuel Blair, of El Paso, su
perintendent of the English missions
of the Methodist Episcopal church for
New Mexico, delivered a sermon at
the St. John's Methodist Episcopal
church, Santa Fe. last evening. Today he left for Estancla, where he
will meet Kev. A. W. Pratt, formerly
of Hydro, Okla., who has been ap-- l
pointed as pastor of the Methodist
church there.
Charles F. Spader, county commis
sioner of Sandoval county, and Don
J. Ilankin, local county surveyor, have
returned from Bernalillo, where they
have been selecting a bridge site over
the Hlo Grande, which will facilitate
travel to the lumber region on the
Jemex forest reserve. The lumber,
which will he sawed there. Is to reach
the railroad by way of Pena Blanca,
where the bridge will be built.
A brother of Isaac Cox Is reported
to be In the city, having arrived last
night from Los Angeles.
C. A. Hud
son is authority for the statement that
both passed each other several timet
this morning on Railroad
avenue
without recognizing each other. They
were finally "put next," and copious
tears coursed down their cheeks when
they embraced.
This 1st the first
meeting for eleven years.
Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle on Wednesday afternoon united In marriage
at the Guadalupe church. In Santa Fe,
Miss Aurora Komero, formerly of this
city and lately u resident or the territorial capital, and Estevan Basques,
th Albuquerque shoemaker.
The
wedding was attended by a number of
relatives and friends of both parties.
The couple will become permanent
residents of this city after a short
honeymoon at the capital.
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(SHOES OF QUALITV
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In our shoes ycu get the highest quality for

the least money.

They look good in the beginning and at the
end show that they are as good as they looked.
Every pair is a practical walking advertisement, demonstrating to the wearers during
process that it is to their inthe wearing-oterest to use our shoes.

When the rluuily clays have come,
Don't be Bloomy, grim niul Rlum:
Brighten up and lie a innn.
IiIhk nil the Rood you can.

ut

Men's Light Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Women's Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls
--

No.
No.
No.

3. 50

1.75
1.75 to
1,65 to
I.IO to
I.OO to

--

3. SO

2.00
2 50

1

C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter
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your trade tod guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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visit.
There will be n German Bible class
this evening at 8 o'clock at the
Lutheran parsonugc.
William Mcintosh Is here after his
trip to Santa Fe and Is In fine fettle
for the Bobble Hums' banquet to
night.
Mrs. John P. Fletcher
and son,
Hnndolph, are at Santa Fe, visiting
Mrs.
Grant
the former's mother,
Ulvenburg.
J. II. McKny and wife of Spokane,
Wash., are among thdse from a distance who are new arrivals In Albuquerque.
C. E. Buchert,
representing
the
Smith-PremiTypewriter company,
with headquarters In Denver, Is here
on business.
C. C. Batemnn, of Ft. Bayard, N.
M., Is here on business. He reports
things moving nicely in the vicinity
of Silver City.
There Is a bad mud hole at the
corner of Sixth street and Fruit avenue. The boys of the neighborhood
are uccused of throwing dead chick
ens, cats, etc.. In the hole.
The many friends of Col. W. H.
Oreer will be pleased to learn that
after a short stay In a hospital in Los
Angeles, he Is again about and attend
ing to business as usual.
A. B. McOaffey, who has been making a business trip In the northern
portion of the territory among
the
timber districts along the Denver &
Hlo Grande, has returned to this city,
Mrs. Harry Strong and children
left for Los Angeles last night, where
they will Join Mr. Strong and live in
the future. Mr. Strong expects to
start in business In the City of
er
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TRAIN ARRIVALS.
10:05 p. hi.

W. H. Dempsey arrived here from
Helen last night on a short business

S.OO

Largest Line of Candy in the City

S

10:45
second section, 10:S0 p. m.
No. 7 1 a. m.
No. 3 2:30 p. m.
No. 9 1:25 a. in.

$4.00
$2.25 to
to
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We

tnlt

EVENING CITIZEN.

Angels.
W. K. Drake

of the Horubin-M- c
Gnftey company, whose headquarters
are at Thoreau, arrived In Albuquer
que Inst night. Mr. Drake has been
at Phoenix, Arlzonn, for several weeks
past.
Hugh E. Campbell of Flagstaff and
Phoenix, Ariz., who has been In attendance as a delegate to the wool
growers' convention at Salt Lake
City, stopped off here Inst evening on
his way home.
New
Will some one In southern
Mexico, tell The
Evening Citizen
where u letter can reach the Union
Ksperanza Mining Co? A few years
ago the company's pustoftlce address
was Shandon, N. M.
Manager J. A. Hadley of the Har
vey eating house system, who has Just
been succeeded at the Alvarado by
K. E. Pellow. left last night with his
family for his new charge, the big
Cardenas hotel at Trinidad, Colorado
It has been reported that the floor
at the Casino is poor for dancing, but
since its recent cleaning and waxing
Its the best ever. The Ellis orchestra
will play for the dance after the
basket ball game Friday evening.
Howard Clarke arrived on today's
California limited from a trip to St.
Louis.
He was accompanied by the
mother of George A. Campfield, who
will visit at the latter's home, corner
of Eighth and Kent avenue, for an
Indefinite tmle.
Thomas Walsh,
who was Called
here on account of the serious illness of his wife, expects to leave for
Bucklln, Kans., Saturday night to resume his position as machinist In the
Bock Island shops. Mrs. Walsh Is
much Improved.
A. D. Graham, district manager of
the Colorado Telephone company, is
sending out postal cards to telephone
subscribers advising them to use their
new telephones after Sunday, January 27, 1907. The card also tells
the number of the telephone for each
subscriber.
E. Easterday, who lives on a firm
north of Albuquerque, is successfully
raising sugar beets and he Is enthusiastic over the possibilities of the

DR. C. II. CONNOR
OSTEOPATH.
Rooms 3 and 4, N. T. Armljo building.
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20 Per Cent, Discount
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A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

MEN'S SHIRTS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

COKE.

Our ROUGH DRY work don's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
THE BAMBINI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, and every
garment is thoroughly sterilised in its
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on
A special

-

80c
$1.25

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

VBt

Pi O

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. V. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
Nice

tl.OO.

TICKETS
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Established I W0

Lindemann,

.v

206 W. Gold Avcnne

COAL

Genuine American
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per

block,
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Cerrlllos Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
S9.00
Anthracite, Move .and .furnace

'?

$9.50
$6.00

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load

.... $2.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE.
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONO
MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
GRATES, $6. PER TON. W. II.
HAHX & CO.

r.

if

0c.

DONTSLIP UP

Our GREEN TAG SALE is drawing to a dose.
Prices are all shot to pieces. Now is the time to buy
good goods for a little money. See what we did to
our Suit and Overcoat Prices.

mm

The Rmllroad Avenue Clothier.

(UJ
& FIRST STREET

NORTH

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ceppir Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
In Rear of 8 tore

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.
-

ECUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Muoolstltn Offlc
TranmctloBs

HARDWARE
rf.

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel. Wap'on
o Wood Stock.J Blacksmith Suoolies.

'

'

118 W. R.

R. Ara.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
At turn
COLOMBO HALL

DANCING SCHOOL

Adroisslog

Ladies Free

50c

te.

Mah Orders Solicited
mouth rirut mtrt
its.dot,lie,403,i it.NortM
rirmt mtrt

Albuquerque, Net Mexico
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arixona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
b patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home betore he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities toambitlous and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Cutraal0o

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

Wholesale and Retail:

OR-

HEAT $8.00
GAS

W. H. HAHN & CO.

10 lbs.

4

Learnard

MARBLE AVENUE.
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the B. of
L. E., will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
22.
Music furnished by Ellis' arches- tra. Tickets, $1.00.

LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON, GENUINE

QUALITY OF
GOODS AT OUR STORE
KEEP S UP.
BUT THE

Do It Today

NO TilKltK IS ONLY ONE SIZE
HAH OF SINNV MONDAY
SOAP
AND WE WILL 1TRM.SII IT TO
YOU TILL SATURDAY NIGHT T
BARS I'OIt 25 CENTS. ALRl'Ql'ER
QUE CASH GROCERY CO., 315

GRAPE FRUIT. BANANAS.
ANGES, CRUSH PINEAPPLES.
APPLES, AT THE

PRICES HAVE FALLEN

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.

We do U rignt. ROUGH DRY. Im
perlal Laundry Co.
Pupils in first primary
gra'de
should enter next Monday, as a class
will be organized then In connection with Miss Phllbrlck's Kinder- garten, Commercial club building.

OPPORTUNITY

TODAY

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
12'-j- c
cans of salmon
10c
2 cans of pie
pears
25c
12 Vic. can
of pumpkin
10c
Buck Wheat flour, per pkg
11c
Ont flakes, per pkg
11c
Celery salt, per bottle
16c
3 bottles' chof chow
25c
Hweet pickles, per bottle
10c
Comb honey, two for
25c
50c size bottle extract of lemon.. 40c
50c size bottle extract of vanilla. 40c
2 cans of California plums
25c
See those large pieces of enameled
ware that we are selling for 50 cents.

Telephone No. 490. No. 209
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

In order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our
entire stock of Men's and Boys' Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.

UP

NOW
In the purchase of a Piano

WILL BE THE NEW TELE
PHOXE NUMBER OK THE CHAM
PION CJROCERY COMPANY. COR
NER OF SEVENTH AND TIJEKAS
TELEPHONE ORDERS RECEIVE
CAREFUL
ATTENTION,
TOE
CHAMPION OROCERY CO., SEVENTH AMI TIJEKAS.

FRESH TODAY AT THE MON
CELERY,
ARCH.
RADISHES,
GREEN CHILI, HEAD LETTl'CE,
CUCUMBERS, PARSLEY AND A LI,
NATIVE VEGETABLES.
MACHINE CUT ALFALFA, THE
PROPER
GREEN
FOOD FOR
l"OWKS. E. W. FEE, 602-60- 1
SOUTH
Fl RST STREET.

imt.

hi
ff D0NT"RetSLIP
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ON THIS

fl

We can save you money

31

cutter employed for this purpose.

Clearance Sale

Believe Us

Bluck Cat Stockings for men, women and children. The kind that
wears longer, fits better and looks
nicer than any other brand on the
market. Prices range from 15 to 60c
a pair. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.

Suits made to order.

Semi-Annnu-

FRIDAY, JANUARY so,

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

